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Observed changes in Antarctic sea ice are poorly understood, in part due to the complexity
of its interactions with the atmosphere and ocean. Sea ice and ocean interactions and feedbacks
around Antarctica are subtle, complex and difficult to elucidate either from observations or
coupled climate models. There is a need for a conceptual model/understanding of the important
feedbacks and processes in the Southern Ocean sea ice–atmosphere–ocean system, to better
understand Antarctic sea ice variability in both warm and cold Antarctic shelf ocean regimes.
In this thesis a modelling approach has been used to investigate the relationship between the sea
ice and the ocean mixed layer in the Antarctic shelf seas.
A highly simplified, coupled sea ice–ocean mixed layer model has been developed to
investigate the importance of sea ice–ocean feedbacks on the evolution of sea ice and the ocean
mixed layer in two contrasting regions of the Antarctic continental shelf ocean: the Amundsen
Sea, which has warm shelf waters; and the Weddell Sea, which has cold and saline shelf waters.
The model was developed to include a variable snow layer and snow ice formation. Snow ice
formation proved to be a significant process, particularly in the Amundsen Sea simulations where
snowfall rates are relatively high. Sensitivity studies were carried out, investigating the response
of the sea ice and mixed layer to the ocean conditions and atmospheric forcing fields. In the
Weddell Sea the water column completely destratified during winter in response to all atmospheric
perturbations, however the timing becomes earlier/later depending on whether the rate of sea ice
growth is increased/decreased. Decreased winter sea ice growth and a shorter period of complete
destratification could decrease the rate of formation of Antarctic Bottom Water. In the Amundsen
Sea, changes to the surface energy balance that promote ice growth and ocean cooling also
promote mixed layer deepening. Changes to entrainment of warm deep waters oppose the direct
impact of the atmospheric perturbation on the ice cover through changes in the rate of basal ice
melting. These competing processes are evident in the sensitivity responses. A shallower mixed
layer could also result in more warm CDW on the continental shelf, resulting in increased melting
of the ice shelves.
The response of five different feedbacks to surface air temperature perturbations are
investigated: ocean feedback, sea ice feedback, the albedo feedback, the insulation feedback
and the freezing temperature feedback. Modelling studies where we deny the feedback response
to surface air temperature perturbations show the importance of feedbacks on the mixed layer and
ice cover in the Weddell Sea to be smaller than the sensitivity to surface atmospheric conditions.
In the Amundsen Sea the effect of surface air temperature perturbations on the sea ice are opposed
by changes in the entrainment of warm deep waters into the mixed layer. The net impact depends
on the relative balance between changes in sea ice growth driven by surface perturbations and
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basal driven melting. The changes in the entrainment of warm water in the Amundsen Sea were
found to have a much larger impact on the ice volume than perturbations in the surface energy
budget. This creates a net negative ice albedo feedback in the Amundsen Sea, reversing the sign
of this typically positive feedback mechanism.
Coupling the sea ice CICE model to a mixed layer model improved the representation
of the sea ice physics and dynamics. The sensitivity of the sea ice cover in CICE to the
coupling to the mixed layer model was investigated, indicating which regions of the Southern
Ocean were most sensitive to the sea ice-mixed layer processes. The snow ice parameterisation
in CICE was modified, to account for the weight of the sea water flooding the snow. The
Amundsen-Bellingshausen Seas were shown to be particularly sensitive to this change, resulting
in an increase in sea ice thickness. The ocean feedback on the sea ice was investigated for the
Amundsen Sea region, as this was the strongest feedback from the idealised modelling work.
Due to the unrealistic sea ice state when using climatological atmospheric forcing, the feedback
was investigated using years of shallower/deeper mixed layer depth as opposed to perturbing
climatological atmospheric conditions, but no clear relationship between the mixed layer depth
and the response of the sea ice cover was found. This can be partly attributed to the difference
in ocean profiles being used. Our studies provide insight into the nature and strength of sea
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Tmix mixed layer temperature
T iS snow covered ice surface temperature
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Ua wind speed at 2 m
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σ Stefan Boltzmann constant, 5.67× 10−8 W m−2 K−4
Table 0.4: List of fixed parameters
Fixed Parameters
Amax prescribed maximum ice concentration, 0.95
Aref reference ice concentration of sea ice being advected in to the
domain, see Table 2.1
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αw albedo of water, 0.06
c1 maximum magnitude of wind stirring in the mixed layer, 0.8
CiD turbulent transfer coefficient over ice fraction, 0.0013
CoD turbulent transfer coefficient over lead fraction, 0.001
ch Stanton number for mixed layer to sea ice heat transfer, 0.006
cm unsteadiness coefficient, 0.03 ms−1
dw scale depth of dissipation, 10 m
hmin minimum sea ice thickness, 0.1 m
hrefi reference ice thickness (total) of sea ice being advected in to
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the domain, see Table 2.1
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The main objective of this thesis is to explore the role of sea ice–ocean feedbacks in the
continental shelf seas of Antarctica using models. Of particular interest is whether the feedbacks
amplify or dampen the response to atmospheric perturbations, and the relative magnitude of the
feedbacks. In this thesis the importance of sea ice–ocean feedbacks on the evolution of sea ice
and the ocean mixed layer in two contrasting regions of the Antarctic continental shelf ocean is
investigated: the Amundsen Sea, which has warm shelf waters; and the Weddell Sea, which has
cold and saline shelf waters. An overview of the Southern Ocean and the Weddell and Amundsen
shelf seas is presented in Section 1.1, Antarctic sea ice processes, feedbacks and variability is
discussed in Section 1.2, and the aims and outline for this thesis are given in Section 1.3.
1.1 The Southern Ocean
The Southern Ocean (SO) is the largest ocean on Earth, completely encircling Antarctica,
and connecting the three main ocean basins, the Atlantic, Pacific and the Indian. The Antarctic
Circumpolar Current (ACC) is a strong zonal, geostrophic circulation that flows eastward in
the latitude band of Drake Passage, driven by strong westerly winds. The ACC mixes water
masses from the Earth’s ocean basins, allowing climate signals to be passed on from each of
the basins, and zonally homogenising the water mass properties (Rintoul and Naveira Garabato,
2013). Estimates of the ACC transport range between 130 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3 s−1) (Whitworth
et al., 1982) up to 170 Sv, with more recent estimates falling in the upper part of the range
(Cunningham et al., 2003; Donohue et al., 2016). The westerly winds also drive a northwards
surface Ekman current, causing a region of convergences where the ACC is strongest, this is
known as the Antarctic Polar Frontal Zone (APFZ). There are several strong jets/currents within
this zone (Colling, 1994).
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Figure 1.1: Edited schematic of the ACC system in the SO from Olbers and Visbck (2005), based
on the schematic of (Speer et al., 2000). The Eastward flow the ACC are indicated by the
yellow arrow and dashed yellow lines. There are two cells, the upper cell is composed of a
northward Ekman transport due to the strong, westerlies, and a southward transport of UCDW.
The lower cell is driven by the formation of AABW over the continental shelves, and the inflow
of LCDW/UCDW/NADW. Dark arrows represent the overturning circulation, with wavy arrows
representing the eddy transports. Coloured surfaces indicate isopycnals. The thin, wavy, black
arrows indicate air–sea buoyancy exchange (upwards represent buoyancy loss form the ocean,
and vice versa). Small, wavy, blue arrows represent diapycnal mixing.
The isopycnals in the SO slope away from the Antarctic continent, due to the northward
surface Ekman flow (driven by the westerlies), and the meridional buoyancy gradient. The slope
of the isopycnals is set by the balance of these steepening forces, balanced by mesoscale eddies
which act to flatten the isopycnals (Karsten and Marshall, 2002). The sloping of the isopycnals
allows deep waters to outcrop in the SO, exchanging heat and CO2 with the atmosphere. A
schematic of the zonal and meridional structure of the ACC is given in Figure 1.1.
The most voluminous water mass of the SO is Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW), which is
a mixture of the water masses from the three main ocean basins (Talley, 2013). CDW can be
split into two sub categories: Upper Circumpolar Deep Water (UCDW) and Lower Circumpolar
Deep Water (LCDW). UCDW is formed from adiabatic upwelling of Pacific Deep Water (PDW)
and Indian Deep Water (IDW). Some UCDW goes on to form Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW),
and some goes on to form Sub Antarctic Mode Water (SAMW). The PDW and IDW source can
be identified by the relatively old (compared to Atlantic deep waters) ventilation age, and the
distinctive low oxygen and high nutrient content of the PDW and IDW. LCDW is North Atlantic
Deep Water (NADW) which has been upwelled adiabatically, this is then recycled to form AABW
(Warren, 1990). LCDW is denser than UCDW due to the high salinity of the NADW, and outcrops
further south than UCDW (Talley, 2013), as shown in Figure 1.1. A schematic of the water mass
interactions described, and the global overturning circulation from a Southern Ocean perspective
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is shown in Figure 1.2.
There are two cells/limbs of the overturning circulation in the Southern Ocean, see Figure
1.1. The upper limb is composed of the upwelling of UCDW, and subsequent equatorward
transport and conversion into intermediate waters. This ventilation of deep waters exchanges large
amounts of heat and CO2 with the atmosphere. It is estimated that 40% of global anthropogenic
CO2 enters the ocean poleward of 40◦S (Khatiwala et al., 2009, 2013), into the freshly upwelled
waters traveling northward through regions of large wind stress and large air–sea fluxes (Gruber
et al., 2019).
The westerlies over the SO are one of the energy sources for the Meridional Overturning
Circulation (MOC) (Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007). It is believed that stronger westerlies drive stronger
Northward Ekman transports, and enhanced upwelling to the south of the ACC (Hall and Visbeck,
2002). Changes in the wind driven upwelling of deep waters in the SO is believed to have caused
changes in the global climate and carbon cycle in the past (Toggweiler et al., 2006). Increased
ventilation of Antarctic deep waters has been linked to the deglacial rise in atmospheric CO2
(Anderson et al., 2009; Skinner et al., 2010). Skinner et al. (2010) suggests that during glacial
times less water was upwelled, resulting in older ventilation ages. Then during deglacial times
the old, CO2 rich water was brought into contact with the atmosphere, releasing large amounts




of CO2. The exact relationship of the MOC to the SO westerlies is uncertain. Results from eddy
permitting models suggest that approximately 50% of the change in the wind driven Ekman flow
is compensated by mesoscale eddies (Meredith et al., 2012; Morrison and Hogg, 2013; Gent,
2016).
Studies have suggested that the water mass conversion of the upwelled waters to mode and
intermediate waters in the upper limb is aided by sea ice. The transport by the winds and gyres
of sea ice away from formation sites and subsequent melting further north, acts to transport
freshwater to lower latitudes (Abernathey et al., 2016; Haumann et al., 2016; Pellichero et al.,
2017, 2018). This surface freshwater flux acts to help convert upwelled deep water to lighter
intermediate and mode waters in the upper limb of the MOC. It is believed that this may be a
dominant buoyancy contribution to the upper limb of the MOC (Pellichero et al., 2017, 2018),
and therefore formation and subsequent transport of Antarctic sea ice may have consequences for
the strength of the MOC, transporting a signal of Antarctic sea ice changes to the rest of the global
climate system.
The lower cell is composed of the upwelling further south of the ACC of LCDW/NADW,
which is subsequently converted into AABW through cooling and salinification from sea ice
growth, sinking to fill the abyssal ocean. Relatively little carbon exchange occurs during the
formation of AABW due to sea ice acting as a barrier to ocean–atmosphere exchange (Gruber
et al., 2019). The formation of AABW is discussed further in Section 1.1.1.
Figure 1.3: Bathymetry of the Southern Ocean. The bathymetry and landmask are taken from the
RTOPO dataset (Timmermann et al., 2010).
At the Southern limit of the SO are the Antarctic continental shelf seas. This is where
the continental shelf extends away from the coastline, up until a continental slope, where the
depth rapidly increases to the deep ocean floor. Some examples of the larger Antarctic shelf seas
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are found in the Weddell, Ross, Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas, extending several hundred
kilometres from the Antarctic coastline, see Figure 1.3. Definition of the Northward extent is
usually taken to be given by the sudden change in depth/the bathymetry, which is taken to be the
slope break.
The Antarctic shelf seas play an important role in the Antarctic, and global climate systems.
The Weddell and Ross seas cool and ventilate the deep ocean through formation of AABW,
feeding the lower limb of the Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC). Meanwhile the
Amundsen and Bellingshausen seas have a much closer proximity to the ACC, exposing their
shelves to CDW. The presence of warm CDW on the continental shelf in the Amundsen Sea
has been implicated in causing increased basal melting of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS)
(Shepherd et al., 2004). In this thesis the Weddell and the Amundsen Seas have been used as
case studies to study the sea ice–ocean interactions in each of these Antarctic continental shelf
sea regimes.
1.1.1 Weddell Sea
In the southwestern Weddell Sea (WS) the deep ocean is ventilated, and AABW, the densest
water mass, is formed. AABW fills the abyssal ocean and is a collective term for non–circumpolar
bottom waters that formed around Antarctica. It is found south of the CDW in the ACC (Orsi et al.,
1999). It is estimated that over half of all AABW is formed in the Weddell Sea (Orsi et al., 1999)
from High Salinity Shelf Water (HSSW).
To the North of the continental shelf is Warm Deep Water (WDW). WDW is formed from
CDW, which enters the northeastern part of the Weddell gyre and is mixed with cold surface
waters (Fahrbach et al., 1994). Below WDW is Weddell Sea Deep Water (WSDW), a component
of AABW which is underlain by an even denser component of AABW called Weddell Sea Bottom
Water (WSBW). HSSW is believed to be formed from Modified Warm Deep Water (MWDW),
which is an intermediate water mass formed from the mixing of Warm Deep Water (WDW) and
cold mixed layer waters (known as Winter Water, WW). MWDW is thought to be the dominant
water mass on the Weddell continental shelf, and therefore the source water for HSSW formation
(Nicholls et al., 2009). See Figure 1.4 for a schematic showing how these water masses interact
with each other.
The cold and dry katabatic winds coming off the Antarctic continent drive a large surface
buoyancy loss in the southwestern WS. This helps to drive deep mixing in the WS, extending
down to the sea bed. At the southern boundary of the WS, where there is a large coastal polynya
due to the winds coming off the ice shelf, and the tidal divergence of surface waters. Although
the surface heat loss due to the polynya is large, it is not sufficient to form HSSW alone (Nicholls
et al., 2009). The gradual brine flux from the rest of the sea ice pack in the Weddell Sea over the
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continental shelf is also needed (Renfrew et al., 2002). This salinification from the sea ice growth
is believed to be the dominant process for HSSW formation (Nicholls et al., 2009).
There are three main pathways for HSSW to form AABW: (i) Some HSSW mixes with
WDW, forming WSBW, a type of AABW. WSBW remains in the Weddell basin until it mixes
with the WSDW above it in order to overcome the dynamic barrier of the shelf break front as it is
too dense to escape the basin and flow northward otherwise (Foster and Carmack, 1976); (ii) Some
HSSW is made denser from sea ice formation to form WSDW, and flows down the continental
slope; (iii) And finally some HSSW is converted to Ice Shelf Water (ISW). When HSSW meets
the base of the Filchner–Ronne ice shelf (FRIS), ISW is produced due to basal melting of the ice
shelf (Foldvik and Gammelsrød, 1988). Most ISW formed is believed to leave via the Filchner
depression (Foldvik et al., 2004; Wilchinsky and Feltham, 2009), and therefore not impact the
water properties in the southweastern shelf sea (Nicholls et al., 2003). The ISW goes on to form
a fresher variety of WSDW (Gordon et al., 1993).
The abyssal waters in the SO have been warming since the 1990s, particularly near AABW
formation sites (Purkey et al., 2019). WSBW and WSDW have been warming since the 1980s
(Robertson et al., 2002; Fahrbach et al., 2011; Purkey and Johnson, 2010), as have the deep
waters in the Scotia Sea (Meredith et al., 2008) and Argentine Basin (Johnson and Doney, 2006)
which are fed by WSBW. This warming of the abyssal waters contributes to sea level rise through
thermal expansion, and has consequences for the global heat budget (Purkey and Johnson, 2013).
Figure 1.4: Schematic showing processes in the (a) Weddell and (b) Amundsen Seas, edited from
the schematic in Petty et al. (2013). CDW: Circumpolar Deep Water, HSSW: high salinity shelf
water, MWDW: modified warm deep water, WW: Winter Water, WSDW: Weddell Sea Deep Water,
WDW: warm deep water, WSBW: Weddell Sea Bottom Water, AABW: Antarctic Bottom Water,




Due to the proximity of the Amundsen Sea (AS) to the ACC, the continental shelf is flooded
with LCDW, overlain by WW and Antarctic Surface Water (AASW) (Jacobs et al., 2012). See
Figure 1.4 for a schematic of the Amundsen continental shelf. The mixed layer depths in the
Amundsen Sea are insufficient to mix into the CDW and convert it into colder shelf water,
meaning that CDW persists at depth in the AS. The depth of the thermocline determines whether
there is inflow of warm CDW onto the continental shelf. Increased oceanic basal melting of the
ice shelves in Pine Island Bay (PIB), caused by intrusion of CDW onto the AS continental shelf
has been blamed for the observed increase in the thinning of West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS),
particularly in PIB (Shepherd et al., 2004, 2012; Rignot et al., 2019) and therefore contributing
to global sea level rise (GSLR). Complete melting of WAIS would equate to between 3 (Bamber
et al., 2009) to 5 m of GSLR (Mercer, 1978), fuelling the current interest in the region.
It is believed that CDW periodically pulses onto the shelf, along glacially carved troughs
and depressions in the bathymetry along the shelf break (Walker et al., 2008; Thoma et al., 2008;
Wählin et al., 2010). This predominantly occurs through a particularly deep, eastern trough that
extends form the ice shelf edge to the grounding line (Schodlok et al., 2012).Variations in the
pycnocline/thermocline can be caused by changes in regional atmospheric conditions on both
seasonal and interannual timescales (Dutrieux et al., 2014). The position of the Amundsen Sea
Low (ASL), strongly influences the wind fields over the Amundsen Sea. Seasonally, the ASL
moves to the West and South in winter and spring. This causes the easterlies to become westerlies
over the Amundsen Sea. The eastward winds cause northward Ekman transport, tilting the sea
surface up towards the north, hence driving an eastward barotropic flow that enhances the flow
of warm water onto the shelf in pulses (Thoma et al., 2008). Warmer tropical Pacific sea surface
temperatures have also been linked with a westward shift in the ASL, increased westerlies over
the AS, and therefore increased CDW intrusion and thinning rates of glaciers in PIB (Ding et al.,
2011; Steig et al., 2012; Thoma et al., 2008). As a result, trends and events in the central tropical
Pacific may dictate the rate of thinning of WAIS (Steig et al., 2012). Changes in atmospheric
conditions and wind fields in the region may also be triggered by ozone depletion (Turner et al.,
2009), this is covered in more detail in section 1.2.2.2.
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1.2 Antarctic Sea Ice
1.2.1 Seasonal sea ice processes
Figure 1.5: An overview of the typical sea ice and atmospheric conditions in the Southern Ocean,
taken from Maksym (2019). Coloured ocean area indicates the average (1979–2016) annual
maximum (September) sea ice extent. The blue lines indicate the mean minimum (February) and
maximum (September) Antarctic sea ice extent. The black arrows indicate the mean winter sea
ice drift, largely driven by the winds. The red lines show the mean winter (July–September) sea
level pressure contours (2-ha intervals). The sectors typically used to split up the Southern Ocean
are given in different colours.
The Antarctic sea ice cover is highly seasonal and, unlike the Arctic, there is very little
multiyear sea ice (Maksym et al., 2012). This large seasonal change in sea ice extent is illustrated
in Figure 1.5, which shows the average positions of the annual minimum and maximum Antarctic
sea ice extent. Also see Figure 1.6 for the observed Antarctic sea ice extent time series, showing
how the sea ice extent changes by a factor of 6 over the seasonal cycle each year. Sea ice forms
from frazil crystals which float to the ocean surface and accumulate. In calm water the crystals
eventually form a sheet of ice which thickens and expands over the winter. In turbulent ocean
conditions the frazil crystals are jostled about forming disks called pancake ice. These are then
consolidated together by the wave action to form a larger sheet.
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Thermodynamic sea ice thickening occurs at the base of the sea ice during winter due to a
vertical conductive heat flux up through the sea ice, forming congelation (columnar) ice. Thicker
sea ice grows more slowly due to a reduced conductive heat flux, which acts as a negative feedback
on ice thickness during the growth period. Sea ice growth results in a flux of brine into the ocean
as the salt is rejected from the ice crystals, creating a negative buoyancy flux which promotes
enhanced vertical mixing in the ocean. Summer sea ice melt results in a flux of freshwater to the
ocean aiding restratification of the water column. During spring and summer the higher albedo
of sea ice relative to open ocean means that a reduction in sea ice concentration (SIC) results in
more solar shortwave radiation being absorbed by the ocean, causing the SIC to reduce further.
This means that an earlier melt season delays the subsequent autumn freeze up due to this positive
feedback (Perovich et al., 2011; Stammerjohn et al., 2012). The albedo feedback has been shown
to be a significant contributor to Arctic amplification of global warming (Pithan and Mauritsen,
2014).
Unlike in the Arctic, in the Southern Ocean there is very little surface melting of the sea
ice as it is covered by a thicker layer of snow and surface air temperatures are much colder.
The snow acts to insulate the sea ice, slowing the rate of sea ice thickening and reflecting most
of the incoming shortwave radiation. The thick snow layer also means that surface melt ponds
are uncommon on Antarctic sea ice (Scott and Feltham, 2010), whereas in the Arctic they are
prevalent and contribute to the albedo feedback. The relatively thin ice and high snowfall rates in
the Southern Ocean mean that snow ice formation is widespread (Fichefet and Morales Maqueda,
1999; Massom et al., 2001). Snow ice forms if the weight of snow is great enough to force
the snow-sea ice interface below the surface of the seawater, flooding the submerged snow with
seawater which then freezes. The net Southern Ocean sea ice response to a snowfall increase is
likely to be more sea ice (Powell et al., 2005), however the response is thought to be regionally
variable, as shown in a modelling study by Wu et al. (1999), depending on whether there is
sufficient snow for snow flooding to occur. It is currently unclear what role snow related processes
may have played in the observed Antarctic sea ice changes, as there are large disagreements in
the snowfall trends between different reanalysis products (Bromwich et al., 2011).
Sea ice is continuously moved around, primarily by the winds and also by the ocean currents.
This can cause the sea ice to pile up and thicken in particular regions, e.g. to the east of the
Antarctic peninsula. Trends in the wind fields are able to explain some of the observed trends in
sea ice concentration (Holland and Kwok, 2012).
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1.2.2 Antarctic sea ice variability
1.2.2.1 Antarctic sea ice in observations and model simulations
Satellite observations have shown Antarctic sea ice to be expanding over the past four
decades (Parkinson and Cavalieri, 2012; Parkinson, 2019). Although this increasing trend is
modest, it is in stark contrast to the well documented rapid Arctic sea ice decline e.g. (Parkinson
and Cavalieri, 2008; Parkinson and Comiso, 2013). The small net increase is the result of stronger,
opposing regional and seasonal trends (Holland, 2014). The Weddell Sea has an increasing trend
in sea ice concentration which is roughly compensated by a decreasing trend in the Amundsen
and Bellingshausen Seas. These observed trends grow in spring and decay in autumn, showing
maximum trends in summer and no trend in the winter (Holland, 2014). After successive sea ice
extent maximas in Antarctic sea ice extent in 2012 to 2014 (Reid and Massom, 2015), a rapid
decline in Antarctic sea ice extent occurred 2016/2017 that has continued to the present (Stuecker
et al., 2017; Turner et al., 2017; Parkinson, 2019), as shown in Figure 1.6.
Figure 1.6: Monthly average sea ice extent values for the Southern Hemisphere. Red dots indicate
February extent values, green dots indicate September extent values, and all other months are
in black. The inset graph shows the average annual cycle over the 40 years. Sea ice extents
are derived from passive-microwave data from the NASA Nimbus 7 and Department of Defense
DMSP satellites. Figure is taken from Parkinson (2019), see Parkinson (2019) for more details of
the data set.
Changes in the duration of the sea ice covered season can be defined as the difference
between the autumn date at which the sea ice expands (date of advance) beyond a set location,
until the summer date it melts (date of retreat) (Stammerjohn et al., 2008, 2012). One of the
most striking changes between comparing 1979/1980 to 2010/2011 is in the Amundsen and
Bellingshausen Sea the sea ice free season lengthened by 3 months, due to 1 month earlier retreat
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and a 2 month later advance (Stammerjohn et al., 2012). Due to the positive ice albedo feedback,
a longer summer season will mean a longer period where solar radiation can warm the ocean,
acting to slow the future sea ice advance (Meredith and King, 2005). This positive feedback
creates a stronger correspondence between sea ice retreat and subsequent advance than the sea ice
advance and the subsequent retreat (Stammerjohn et al., 2012). Wind driven circulation changes
can influence the timing and location of this feedback through ice advection, for example this
leads to decreased summer open water in the Ross Sea, creating a tendency to earlier sea ice
advance (Holland et al., 2017). This may explain some of the seasonality seen in the sea ice
trends (Holland, 2014), where the trends grow throughout the spring and summer, possibly due to
this positive ocean warming feedback.
We do not currently have an observational record of Antarctic sea ice thickness trends. In
situ observations have large spatial and temporal gaps (Worby et al., 2008), and getting reliable
estimates of sea ice thickness from satellites is tricky due to the thick snow covering the sea ice.
Variability in the penetration of snow using radar altimetry in the Southern Ocean creates a large
uncertainty in the ice freeboard, and therefore the ice thickness values (Giles et al., 2008). The
freeboard can be identified by laser altimeters, then assuming that the sea ice freeboard is at sea
level and using estimates for the snow thickness, snow density and ice density an estimate of ice
thickness can be obtained (Kurtz and Markus, 2012; Ozsoy-cicek et al., 2013). Kurtz and Markus
(2012) provides a Southern Ocean wide estimate of ice thickness using ICESat data. There is
currently no observational record of the variability in Antarctic sea ice thickness and therefore of
Antarctic sea ice volume variability and trends, however ICESat-2 which launched in September
2018, aims to be able to provide this. There have been a number of efforts using models to
investigate Antarctic sea ice thickness trends (Holland et al., 2014; Zhang, 2014; Massonnet et al.,
2013; Zhang, 2007). Largely the results of these efforts are consistent with each other and show
an overall increase in Antarctic sea ice volume that is the sum of differing regional trends, and
significantly smaller in magnitude than the Arctic decline in sea ice volume. Around the sea ice
edge, changes in ice thickness mirror the changes in ice concentration (i.e. sea ice thickening
where there is expansion). Dynamic thickening, due to advection of ice towards the coast, is seen
in the inner Weddell, Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas (Holland, 2014).
The models in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) (Taylor et al., 2012)
produce a large range of projections for Antarctic sea ice extent. Few are able to produce
simulations with results close to the observed satellite observations of Antarctic sea ice
concentration (Turner et al., 2013; Zunz et al., 2013). Most produce a net decreasing trend over
the past few decades in response to global warming, and spatial patterns of SIC trends that are
inconsistent with satellite observations (Turner et al., 2013). However, the CMIP5 models also
simulate a frequency distribution of ice concentration (Roach et al., 2018) and seasonal cycle
in sea ice extent (Turner et al., 2013) that differs from satellite observations. Even models that
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appear to simulate a realistic seasonal cycle for the Antarctic sea ice cover mostly do so due
to compensating errors (Holmes et al., 2019). Due to these issues, the IPCC states that the
current confidence in the ability for CMIP5 models to produce meaningful future projections of
the Antarctic sea ice cover is low due to “the wide intermodel spread and the inability of almost all
of the available models to reproduce the mean annual cycle, and overall increase of the Antarctic
sea ice coverage observed during the satellite era” (Collins et al., 2013).
1.2.2.2 Atmospheric drivers of Antarctic sea ice variability
Local wind forcing can explain some of the trends seen in Antarctic sea ice (Holland and
Kwok, 2012). The forcing can be dynamic and/or thermodynamic. Relatively cool offshore
(southerly) winds can cause sea ice expansion dynamically by advecting the sea ice further
Northward away from the coast, or through cooling and promoting sea ice growth. Conversely,
relatively warm onshore (northerly) winds can cause contraction of the ice cover by pushing
the ice back towards the coast, or through warming. Trends in the winds can explain a large
proportion, but not all of the trends in Antarctic sea ice extent observed (Holland and Kwok,
2012; Holland, 2014). Dynamic wind forcing appears to dominate sea ice extent trends in the
Amundsen and Ross Seas, whereas thermodynamic wind forcing dominates in the Bellingshausen
Sea (Holland and Kwok, 2012; Holland, 2014; Matear et al., 2015).
Variations and trends in the winds are associated with variability in the Amundsen Sea
Low (ASL), the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) and El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO). The
Amundsen Sea Low (ASL) is a deviation from the zonal low pressure field that extends from the
coast of Antarctica to just north of the sea ice cover. It is a low pressure centre centred between
110 to 150◦W and 60 to 70◦S (Raphael et al., 2016; Maksym, 2019), see Figure 1.5 for the average
winter sea level pressure contour map. Variability in the location (Hosking et al., 2013), intensity
(Holland and Kwok, 2012) and spatial extent (Clem and Fogt, 2013) of the ASL has been linked
to sea ice variability in the Ross Sea, and the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas. A deepening of
the ASL results in warm northerly winds over the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Sea (promoting
sea ice loss) and cold southerly winds over the Ross Sea (promoting sea ice expansion) (Holland
and Kwok, 2012). Both the SAM and ENSO influence the ASL.
The leading mode of natural variability in the Southern hemisphere, the SAM has been
shown to have strong links with Antarctic sea ice extent in observations (Stammerjohn et al.,
2008) and models (Hall and Visbeck, 2002; Sen Gupta and England, 2006). A positive SAM
indicates a stronger sea level pressure difference between the pole and the midlatitudes in the
southern hemisphere, driving a poleward shift and a strengthening of the surface westerlies. This
is associated with cooler sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and northward expansion of the sea
ice cover (due to increased Equator-ward surface ocean Ekman currents) on seasonal/inter-annual
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timescales. The SAM has been in a mostly positive phase since the mid 1990s, and has been on
an increasing trend since the mid 1960s (Marshall, 2003). This positive trend in the SAM, which
is greatest in the summer/autumn (Thompson and Solomon, 2002), has been suggested as a cause
of the Antarctic sea ice expansion (Thompson et al., 2000; Thompson and Solomon, 2002). The
low sea ice extent from austral spring (November) 2016 through to austral spring 2017 has been
associated with an early maximum winter sea ice extent, and a negative SAM index, and increased
Northerly flow of warmer air masses towards the pole (Doddridge and Marshall, 2017; Stuecker
et al., 2017; Turner et al., 2017).
Ozone depletion has been suggested as a possible cause of the positive summer trend in
the SAM (Thompson and Solomon, 2002; Gillett and Thompson, 2003; Polvani et al., 2011;
Thompson et al., 2011) from the 1970s onwards. However, a number of modelling studies
(Sigmond and Fyfe, 2010; Bitz and Polvani, 2012; Sigmond and Fyfe, 2014) have shown a
decrease in sea ice area in response to ozone depletion, simulating a decrease in Antarctic sea
ice despite the linkage between ozone depletion and a positive SAM, and between a positive
SAM and sea ice expansion. A modelling study by Ferreira and Marshall (2015) reconciled these
opposing results, showing that the initial response to the ozone hole may be an increase in sea
ice area, however over longer timescales (years to decades depending on the model) the change
in winds may result in increased upwelling of warm waters from below the cold, fresh surface
layer in the seasonal sea ice region, leading to less sea ice and warmer sea surface temperatures.
This behaviour has since been displayed in other modelling studies, however the timescale for the
transition in response, and the magnitude of the response remains poorly constrained (Holland
et al., 2016; Seviour et al., 2016, 2017, 2019).
Extra-polar climate variability may also influence Antarctic sea ice. In particular variability
in the ENSO in the tropical Pacific may play a key role in variability in sea ice in the Western
section of the Southern Ocean, including the Ross, Bellingshausen and Weddell Seas (Yuan,
2004). An El Niño state triggers warming and decreased sea ice in the Bellingshausen Sea region
(S. Pacific), and cooling of sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and sea ice expansion in the Weddell
Sea (S. Atlantic). The opposite changes in SSTs and sea ice extent are triggered by a La Nina
situation (Yuan, 2004). Kwok et al. (2016) found that around two thirds of the observed trend in
the winter sea ice edge in the Pacific sector (Amundsen, Bellingshausen and Ross Seas) was due
to ENSO driven trends in the winds (Kwok et al., 2016). One of the possible contributing factors
for the sea ice extent decline in 2016/2017 is the extreme El Niño that peaked in December 2015
to February 2016. It resulted in anomalously warm sea surface temperatures in the Amundsen,
Bellingshausen and eastern Ross Seas until the Spring of 2016, contributing to the anomalously
low sea ice extent in those regions (Stuecker et al., 2017).
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1.2.2.3 The role of the ocean in Antarctic sea ice variability
The surface waters in the SO have been observed to cool (Fan et al., 2014) and freshen
(Durack and Wijffels, 2010), whilst the sub surface waters have been warming relatively rapidly
since the 1950s (Gille, 2002, 2008). This observed increase in ocean stratification has been
suggested to play a role in the observed long-term increasing Antarctic sea ice trend (Parkinson
and Cavalieri, 2012) through a reduction in basal melting of the sea ice (Zhang, 2007), with a
number of possible contributing factors for the observed increase in stratification.
Increased snowfall over the SO caused by an accelerated hydrological cycle due to global
warming (Liu and Curry, 2010) may lead to a freshening of the surface ocean, increasing
stratification. The cooler, fresher surface ocean then promotes increased sea ice growth, due to
the reduced ocean-ice heat fluxes and increased freezing point. Increased snowfall may also lead
to an increase in snow ice formation in some regions of the SO (Powell et al., 2005). Another
increasing freshwater flux into the SO is from the increased melting of the Antarctic ice sheet
(Bintanja et al., 2013; Haid et al., 2017). The lack of representation of ice sheet dynamics has
been suggested as a possible reason for CMIP5 models failing to reproduce historical SO sea
ice trends (Bintanja et al., 2013). The increase in ocean stratification causes warming at depth,
possibly causing a positive feedback loop and increasing the basal ice sheet melting (Bronselaer
et al., 2018). Although the sea ice sensitivity to freshwater injection experiments is inconsistent
between models (Swart and Fyfe, 2013; Pauling et al., 2016).
A sea ice–ocean feedback in response to atmospheric perturbations, such as surface
atmospheric warming, may act to increase ocean stratification. On seasonal timescales the change
in stratification may be created or amplified by changes to the sea ice-ocean freshwater fluxes in
response to increased atmospheric temperatures (Bitz et al., 2006; Zhang, 2007; Kirkman and
Bitz, 2010). An increase in Antarctic sea ice can occur in response to atmospheric warming due
to the negative feedback loop between the ice growth rate, and entrainment of warm deep waters
(Martinson, 1990; Zhang, 2007). The atmospheric warming reduces the rate of sea ice growth
due to a reduced winter conductive heat flux up through the ice, and therefore reduces the rate
of brine rejection from sea ice growth, resulting in less entrainment of deep warm waters, and
a reduction in basal melting of the sea ice. For this scenario to occur, the reduction in basal
ocean melting of sea ice is larger than the decrease in ice growth due to atmospheric warming
(Zhang, 2007). This feedback acts over the winter, limiting the winter ice growth and winter
mixed layer depth (Martinson, 1990). However, on interannual and longer timescales the feedback
loop associated with changes in ice growth is positive (Goosse and Zunz, 2014). Increased sea
ice in a region increases the stratification (reducing entrainment of warm deep waters) due to the
inflow of freshwater to the region (sea ice melt) and transport of brine (sea ice growth) to deeper
in the water column (Goosse and Zunz, 2014; Lecomte et al., 2017).
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Ocean cooling through the ice-albedo feedback could play a role in Antarctic sea ice
expansion, as was mentioned earlier in Section 1.2.1. In regions where the sea ice free season
has been shortening, the ocean surface may be cooled due to a reduction in solar radiation being
absorbed by the surface ocean because of the increased spring/summer ice cover. This can then
result in earlier sea ice growth the following autumn, acting as a positive feedback on the sea
ice cover expansion. Note that all of these ocean drivers described require an initial atmospheric
perturbation or driver such as surface warming or a change in the wind field in order to trigger one
of the feedbacks discussed. A summary of how the feedbacks discussed could lead to an increase
in Antarctic sea ice extent are illustrated in Figure 1.7.
A large proportion of the recent observed decrease in sea ice area loss was in the Weddell
sea, partially due to a large open ocean polynya opening up over a shallow region called Maud
Rise (Jena et al., 2019). The weak stratification in combination with a strong, relatively shallow
thermocline in the region makes it susceptible for ventilation of warm sub thermocline waters,
melting the sea ice (Muench et al., 2001; Lindsay et al., 2008). The last time the Weddell Polynya
was observed was in the winters 1974–1976, however these were much larger than the more
recently observed polynyas, and resulted in ocean mixing to depths of 4000 m or more (Gordon,
1978). The Weddell polynya is believed to be caused by warm eddies spinning off Maud Rise,
carrying warm water from lower in the water column to the surface and melting the sea ice
(Holland, 2001a,b). Strong storms may also trigger mixing into the warm sub thermocline waters
(Francis et al., 2019; Wilson et al., 2019). Cooling of the Weddell Sea deep waters was observed
during the Weddell Polynya of the late 1970s (Gordon, 1982), followed by warming (Robertson
et al., 2002).
The surface ocean freshening trend in the Southern Ocean (SO) has been associated with a
build up of heat at depth beneath the sea ice zone (Goosse and Zunz, 2014; Lecomte et al., 2017),
and a reduction in the rate of production of AABW. Due the predicted continuation of surface
freshening in the SO, the appearance of open ocean polynyas is predicted to decrease (Gordon,
2007; de Lavergne et al., 2014). However, changes in the frequency or strength of storms may
counter this trend (Wilson et al., 2019).
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Figure 1.7: Schematic from Maksym (2019) illustrating some of the processes that may contribute
to an increase in Antarctic sea ice. These processes include: (i) stronger southerly winds cooling
the ocean, and causing increased northward advection of sea ice, which acts to expand the sea ice
cover to export freshwater northward; (ii) reduced ice–albedo feedback due to the a reduced open
water season; (iii) freshening surface waters due to increased precipitation/melting ice shelves,
and warming at depth due to strong winter ice growth deepening the winter mixed layer and
trapping heat at depth, with the resulting increased stratification reducing the vertical ocean heat
flux; (iv) strong winter ice growth and surface freshening acting to trap heat at depth; (v) negative
feedback between ice growth and upward entrainment of heat, this may even act to increase sea ice
in response to surface warming if the reduction in the basal heat flux is greater than the reduction
to the sea ice growth rate. Orange and red arrows illustrate the flow of heat and warmer water,
blue arrows illustrate the flow of freshwater, water (dark blue), and air (light blue).
1.3 Thesis Aims and Outline
There is a need for a better understanding of the important feedbacks and processes in
the Southern Ocean sea ice–atmosphere–ocean system, to better understand Antarctic sea ice
variability in both warm and cold Antarctic shelf ocean regimes. The main objective of this thesis
is to explore the role of sea ice–ocean feedbacks in the continental shelf seas. To compare the role
of feedbacks in a warm, and a cold ocean regime that have contrasting atmospheric conditions,
and to quantify the feedback responses to atmospheric perturbations in model simulations. Of
particular interest is whether the feedbacks act to amplify or dampen the sea ice or mixed layer
response to perturbations, and what the relative magnitude of the impact of each feedback is in the
two continental shelf regimes. Feedbacks are tricky to observe or quantify from observations. An
idealised sea ice–ocean mixed layer model was used to quantify sea ice–ocean feedbacks. Using
a model allows both control of the atmospheric and oceanic conditions, and cleaner isolation
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of different processes, allowing quantification and comparison of the magnitude of different
feedbacks.
Global climate models are notoriously poor at simulating Antarctic sea ice, typically
simulating a Southern Ocean that is too warm (Schneider and Reusch, 2016) and with too
little sea ice (Turner et al., 2013). Therefore, isolating the feedbacks using an idealised model
removes some of these complications, as well as allowing easier interpretation of the simulation
experiments. The feedback studies should bring some insight as to the important processes in the
two regions, possibly giving insight into the observed differing observed trends in the two regions.
Each of the regions play a significant role in the global climate system: Antarctic Bottom Water
is formed in the Weddell Sea, and the rate of its formation has been observed to decrease over
recent decades (Purkey et al., 2019); whilst the intrusion of warm CDW onto the continental shelf
in the Amundsen Sea has been implicated in the increasing basal melting of the glaciers in Pine
Island Bay, e.g. (Shepherd et al., 2004). A fuller understanding of sea ice–ocean interactions in
these two regions could help to shed further light on how these regions may change and impact
global climate in the future.
Before carrying out any feedback studies, the sensitivity of the sea ice cover and mixed layer
evolution to the atmospheric conditions will be investigated, in order to better understand the
impact of each atmospheric forcing variable on the sea ice cover. Doing this will also help to
put the magnitude of the feedback responses in context, and give an appreciation for how the
feedbacks typically combine. For example, whether they help to amplify each other, or whether
one feedback dominates the response and inhibits the activity other feedbacks.
The feedback studies aim to clarify which processes amplify, and which dampen the impact
of perturbations to the surface atmospheric conditions on the sea ice cover and mixed layer
evolution, and by what magnitude. The feedbacks of interest are: (i) The entrainment-ice growth
feedback, a negative feedback between increases/decreases in the rate of growth of the sea ice,
and increased/decreased entrainment of warm deep waters in the the mixed layer. We will look
at this from two perspectives, the impact of the changes in mixed layer depth on the sea ice cover
(referred to as ocean feedback), and the impact of the sea ice cover in determining changes in
the mixed layer evolution (referred to as sea ice feedback). (ii) The albedo feedback, a positive
feedback of the sea ice area, whereby an increased sea ice cover in spring reduces the amount
of solar radiation absorbed by the ocean, helping to increase the sea ice cover. (iii) The ice
thickness–ice growth feedback, a negative feedback on the rate of sea ice thickening, whereby
thicker sea ice results in a reduced conductive heat flux up through the ice, and a slower rate
of ice thickening; (iv) The freezing temperature feedback, this is a negative feedback on the ice
growth rate. Increased melting of sea ice freshens the surface waters, increasing the freezing
temperature of seawater, making it easier to form sea ice. The novelty of this study over previous
studies is the systematic study of multiple feedbacks under the same conditions, and under two
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different regimes, allowing a direct comparison of the importance of different processes.
The final aim of this thesis is to explore the impact of the ocean on the sea ice cover in
the coupled CICE–mixed layer model in the Amundsen Sea, and to compare findings as much
as possible to the idealised modelling work. This will allow us to examine the impact of more
sophisticated sea ice physics on the response, as well as the impact of simulating response in
the Amundsen Sea in the context of the whole of the Southern Ocean and not just as an isolated
system, as in the case in the idealised model.
The model equations, and the underlying physical processes in the idealised model are
presented in Chapter 2, alongside the atmospheric and oceanic conditions used for the Weddell
and Amundsen Seas. Model development that took place is presented, in particular the inclusion
of snow ice formation. The sensitivity of the sea ice cover and mixed layer to perturbations in
atmospheric and oceanic conditions is investigated in Chapter 3. This enables a comparison of
the magnitude of the feedback responses in the subsequent chapter to the magnitude of response
to perturbations in the surface energy balance. The feedback denial results are presented in
Chapter 4. The feedbacks studied in the idealised model were chosen through systematic study of
the underlying model equations. The feedbacks were studied in response to perturbations in the
surface air temperature (SAT), using feedback denial simulations where the feedback response
to the SAT perturbation is disabled. The five feedbacks studied include: the ocean feedback,
the sea ice feedback, the albedo feedback, the insulation feedback and the freezing temperature
feedback. The majority of the work presented in Chapters 3 and 4 comes from the publication:
Frew, R. C., D. L Feltham., P. Holland. and A. Petty. in press: Sea Ice - Ocean Feedbacks in the
Antarctic Shelf Seas, Journal of Physical Oceanography, DOI: 10.1175/JPO-D-18-0229.1
The ocean feedback on the sea ice is then investigated in the Amundsen Sea in the CICE–mixed
layer model in Chapter 5. This allows the impact of more sophisticated sea ice physics on
the feedback behaviour to be explored. Finally, the findings of the thesis are discussed and
summarised in a conclusion in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2:
THE IDEALISED SEA ICE–OCEAN
MIXED LAYER MODEL
2.1 Overview
This chapter presents the idealised sea ice–mixed layer model used in Chapters 3 and 4 for
sensitivity and feedback studies. The main processes in the model and the boundary conditions
are outlined in Section 2.2.5. The main developments to the model are the inclusions of snow
ice formation and a prognostic snow layer, the details for this are in Section 2.2.3. The resulting
simulations using the idealised model for the Weddell and Amundsen Seas using climatological
atmospheric forcing, and using a time series of ERA-Interim atmospheric forcing 1980–2016 to
compare interannual variability are presented in Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, followed by a summary
in Section 2.4.
2.2 The Sea Ice–Mixed Layer Model
The idealised sea ice–mixed layer model is based on the coupled sea ice–mixed layer model
used in Petty et al. (2013). This section summarises the details of the model in Petty et al. (2013),
with the details of any changes to the model. A schematic in Figure 2.1 illustrates the heat and
salt fluxes in the model. The coupled mixed layer-sea ice model (see the schematic in Figure 2.1)
uses the balance of heat fluxes at the sea ice–air and ocean–air interfaces to calculate the surface
temperatures. Energy balance equations are used to calculate basal and lateral freezing/melting
of sea ice. The entrainment rate is calculated from a balance of buoyancy fluxes and turbulent
mixing (from wind shearing) and the mixed layer temperature and salinity are calculated from
balance equations. The ambient water properties (temperature and salinity) below the mixed
layer are given by vertical profiles that relax back to the imposed, initial profile after shoaling of
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the mixed layer. The heat and salt fluxes along with the sea ice thickness, concentration, snow and
snow ice thickness and ocean mixed layer are illustrated in Figure 2.1. The following subsections
give a description of each of the model components. For values of variables, constants and fixed
parameters used, see Tables 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4.
2.2.1 Surface heat balance
The snow covered surface ice temperature T iS is calculated following Maykut and
Untersteiner (1971), by balancing the atmospheric surface heat fluxes (sensible, latent, blackbody,
incoming longwave, and incoming shortwave heat fluxes) and the conductive heat flux upwards





S−Ta)+ρaLsCiDUa(qsat(T iS)−qa)+εsσ(T iS)4−εsFlw ↓ −(1−αs)Fsw ↓= Fc(T iS) ↑,
(2.1)
and the open water surface temperature T oS is calculated by balancing the atmospheric surface





S − Ta) + ρaLsCoDUa(qsat(T oS)− qa) + εwσ(T oS)4 − εwFlw ↓
−(1− αw)[1− Io(0)]Fsw ↓= Fmo(T oS) ↑,
(2.2)
where Ua is the wind speed at 10 m, qsat is the saturation specific humidity, qa is the specific
Figure 2.1: Schematic of the sea ice–mixed layer model. Heat fluxes are in red, freshwater/salt
fluxes are in navy blue. Adapted from Petty et al. (2013).
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air humidity at 2 m, Flw ↓ is the incoming longwave radiation heat flux, Fsw ↓ is the incoming
shortwave radiation heat flux. All other variables and constants are defined in Tables 0.2 and 0.3.
2.2.2 Sea ice thermodynamics
The zero–layer sea ice model has been used (Semtner, 1976), this assumes that there is a
linear temperature gradient through the snow and sea ice, with the conductive heat flux Fc given
by
Fc =
kiks(Tf − T iS)
(kihs + kshi)
, (2.3)
where hi is the ice thickness, hs is the snow thickness, and Tf is the freezing temperature of
seawater (the mixed layer), given as Tf = 273.15 − 0.054Smix, where Smix is the mixed layer
salinity.
The heat flux to the base of the sea ice from the ocean mixed layer Fmi is
Fmi = ρwcwchu
i
?(Tmix − Tf ), (2.4)
where ui? is the friction velocity between the ice and the mixed layer, and Tmix is the temperature
of the mixed layer. The heat flux from the mixed layer to the open water surface layer Fmo is
Fmo = ρwcwu
o
?(Tmix − T oS), (2.5)
where uo? is the friction velocity between the open water surface layer and the mixed layer.
The rate of change of ice concentration dAdt is calculated by balancing the ocean surface heat







for A < Amax and T oS < Tf (freezing)
Hfr(1−Rb)(1−A)
Lfρihi
for A > 0 and T oS > Tf (melting)
0 otherwise,
(2.6)
where A is the ice concentration and the maximum ice concentration value, Amax is 0.95. Setting
Amax < 1 represents the net effect of processes that are unresolved in the model, for example
advection of ice by winds opening up leads. The ocean surface heat potential Hfr is given as
Hfr = Fmo(T
o
S)− Fmo(Tf ) = ρwcwuo?(Tf − T oS), (2.7)
and Fmo(Tf ) is used later in the calculation of the resultant temperature change of the mixed
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layer, except for when A = 0 and T oS > Tf . Once the ice concentration has expanded to the
maximum value so that A = Amax, the ocean surface heat potential is used to grow ice vertically.
This vertical growth dh
R
i
dt is considered to be due to redistribution of the sea ice grown in the
permanent lead fraction (1−Amax) through pressure ridging.
A significant percentage of the ocean surface heat potential is believed to contribute to basal
melting instead of lateral melting (Maykut and Perovich, 1987). The parameter Rb is used to
partition the melt. Rb = 0 when all melt is lateral, and Rb = 1 when all melt is basal, giving a
basal heat flux Fsb of
Fsb =





The rate of basal melting or freezing dhidt depends on the sum of the heat fluxes at the mixed
layer–ice interface, which gives
dhi
dt
= (Fc − Fmi − Fsb)/(ρiLf ), (2.9)
where a positive (negative) value of dhidt indicates basal ice growth (melting).
2.2.3 Snow and snow ice
This subsection details the addition of snow ice formation to the model. In the original (Petty
et al., 2013) model, the snow layer had a fixed depth. This has been adapted so that the thickness
of snow hs is governed by
dhs
dt
= P − S − F, (2.10)
where P is the rate of precipitation (assumed to be all snowfall), S is the rate of sublimation and
F is the rate of snow ice formation. There is assumed to be no surface melting of the snow.
If the ice expands laterally, the existing snow layer is redistributed to conserve the mass of
snow. This decreases the average snow thickness, reflecting the increase in newly formed sea ice
which is not yet snow covered. If the ice concentration decreases, then the snow covering that area
of ice also melts and acts to freshen the mixed layer, in this instance the snow thickness remains
the same, but the volume has decreased. Under all scenarios the albedo of the (snow covered) ice
fraction remains constant.
Whenever the weight of snow is great enough it pushes the snow-ice interface below the
surface of the ocean so that the snow that is below the ocean surface floods with seawater and
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freezes to form snow ice. Sampled snow ice is found to be saltier than congelation sea ice, which
we have assumed to be 5 psu. The salinity of the snow ice formed is set to 10 psu in the model,
which falls within the observed range of values (Jutras et al., 2016). This means that the volume of
brine release per unit volume of snow ice formed is lower than that of congelation ice formation.
In the situation that all the congelation sea ice below has melted, and the snow ice is melting, less
freshwater per unit volume will be released into the mixed layer.
Assuming that the snow and sea ice are in hydrostatic balance, with the ice/snow interface at sea
level,
ρihi + ρshs = ρswhi, (2.11)
where ρi is the density of sea ice (both congelation and snow ice), ρsw is the density of sea
water, ρs is the density of snow, hs is the thickness of snow, and hi is the total sea ice thickness
(congelation + snow ice). The relatively small variations in density between congelation and snow
ice is assumed to be small enough to be neglected in this simple model.
On a given timestep of equation 2.11 the snow ice interface lies below sea level whenever




In this case snow ice is instantly formed so that hi → hi + δh and hs → hs − δh, where δh is
the thickness of submerged snow. Due to the influx of seawater flooding the submerged snow the
mass of snow ice formed is not equal to the mass of snow lost; the thickness of snow ice formed
is equal to the thickness of snow lost.
Choosing δh such that (2.11) is satisfied yields
δh =
ρs
ρs + ρsw − ρi
h∗. (2.13)
The effective salinity (after partial brine escape) of the water that is trapped in the submerged





where 1 − ρsρi is the snow pore fraction. The salt flux into the mixed layer due to snow ice
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where Smix is the mixed layer salinity, Ssi is the salinity of the snow ice formed and dhdt is the
rate of snow ice thickening. The associated heat release from snow ice formation is assumed to
be predominantly lost to the atmosphere and is neglected in the model.
2.2.4 Ice dynamics
Ice dynamics are predominantly neglected within the model. In Petty et al. (2013) there
is a sink of ice concentration due to ice divergence. This has been modified to reflect the
influence of ice advection across ice thickness gradients on the vertical structure of the ice. Ice
advection is parameterised in the model as a relaxation over time scale τ∗, towards a reference ice
concentrationAref and vertical ice structure (total ice thickness hrefi , snow ice thickness h
ref
si and
snow thickness hrefs ) values. These reference values represent typical ice concentration and ice
thickness values being advected into the simulated region, and are given in Table 2.1. Physically
this is representing sea ice being flushed through the region, altering the ice concentration, ice
thickness and snow ice thickness.
2.2.5 Mixed layer model
The mixed layer model component is based on the bulk mixed layer model of Kraus and
Turner (1967) and Niiler and Kraus (1977), and is largely similar to the model used in (Petty
et al., 2013). It is assumed that temperature and salinity are uniform throughout the mixed layer,
and that there is a complete balance of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) sources and sinks.There
are more sophisticated one dimensional mixed layer models (Large et al., 1994; Price et al., 1986;
Mellow and Yamada, 1982), however a number of these, as well as the Kraus and Turner (1967)
model have been shown to overestimate entrainment in the Weddell Sea region (Timmermann
and Beckmann, 2004; Timmermann and Losch, 2005). However, despite the overestimation of
entrainment, the simplicity of the Kraus and Turner (1967) model is ideal for the feedback studies
we utilise it for, as it means that we can more easily interpret the results. The computational
efficiency has also allowed us to carry out a large number of sensitivity simulations.
Amundsen Weddell
τ∗ (yr−1) 0.6 1.0
Aref 0.2 0.2
hrefi (m) 0.5 1.0
hrefsi (m) 0.1 0.2
hrefs (m) 0.2 0.3
Table 2.1: Reference ice and snow values used in the advection parameterisation for the Amundsen
and Weddell model set ups.
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2.2.5.1 Surface Buoyancy Fluxes
The rate of mechanical energy input from surface buoyancy forces to the mixed layer (power




)FT ↑ −gβFS ↑, (2.16)
where dmix is the mixed layer depth and c2 is a coefficient characterising the power dissipation as
a result of convective mixing and has a value of 1 (0.8) when the mixed layer is losing (gaining)
energy (Tang, 1991). The heat FT and salt FS fluxes out of the mixed layer are given as










hi] + (P − E)Smix(1−A) + Fsm ↑ −Fsi ↑, (2.18)
where the sea ice salinity Si is equal to Sc, the salinity of congelation ice whenever congelation ice
is forming/melting, and is equal to Ssi, the salinity of snow ice whenever snow ice is being melted.
Fsm ↑ is the freshwater flux into the mixed layer from snow whenever the ice concentration







, for dAdt < 0
0, otherwise,
(2.19)





)δhsiA, for dhsidt > 0
0, otherwise,
(2.20)
where Smix is the mixed layer salinity (the practical salinity scale is used), P is the precipitation
rate, E is the evaporation rate, calculated from the latent heat flux over the open water surface.
Note that equation 2.18 differs from equation 13 in Petty et al. (2013). The term representing brine
rejection into the mixed layer from ridging has been removed. The thickening here is dynamic,
not thermodynamic growth, and therefore should not result in brine rejection. The shortwave
radiation that enters the open water fraction is absorbed in the mixed layer (the surface layer is
assumed to completely absorb incoming longwave radiation (Maykut and Untersteiner, 1971)),
and is calculated as
F osw ↓= Fsw ↓ (1− eκwdmix)(1− αw)I0(0). (2.21)
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Over the ice fraction, the snow layer absorbs all non–reflected solar radiation.
2.2.5.2 Wind Mixing




where the effective friction velocity at the upper surface of the mixed layer u? is calculated,
assuming free drift, as
u? = Ua
√
(ρa/ρw)[ACiD + (1−A)CoD]. (2.23)
2.2.5.3 Mixed Layer Entrainment
The power needed to entrain deep water into the mixed layer at rate w is calculated as
PE = w(dmix∆b+ c
2
m), (2.24)
where cm is a bulk turbulent velocity scale describing the turbulent fluctuations of the mixed layer
that lead to a frictional sink of TKE, and ∆b is the buoyancy difference across the mixed layer
base
∆b = gα(Tmix − Tb)− gβ(Smix − Sb), (2.25)
where Tb and Sb are the temperature and salinity directly beneath the base of the mixed layer.








(Pw + PB). (2.26)
This equation is used to deepen and shoal the depth of the mixed layer.
The temperature and salinity evolution of the mixed layer are given by the conservation







+ wdmix (Tb − Tmix) for w > 0
−FT ↑
ρwcwdmix
, for w ≤ 0,
(2.27)
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+ wdmix (Sb − Smix) for w > 0
−FS↑
dmix
, for w ≤ 0,
(2.28)
which show that whenever the mixed layer shoals, Tmix and Smix can only change through the
surface fluxes and not from advection of the ambient properties. This is also true whenever the
water column is completely destratified, representing when the mixed layer has reached the shelf
seabed.
2.3 Application of the Model to the Weddell and Amundsen Seas
The model needs to be driven by boundary conditions and set up with initial conditions
suitable for the regions being simulated. The boundary conditions and initial conditions for the
atmospheric and oceanic conditions used for the Weddell and Amundsen Seas are described in
this section.
2.3.1 Atmospheric conditions
ERA Interim reanalysis data (Dee et al., 2011) was used to create climatological forcings.
The forcing data has been spatially averaged over the boxed regions in Figure 2.2 and temporally
averaged over 38 years (1979-2016) from 12 hr data. The fields are shown in Figure 2.3 and 2.4;
the black lines show the smoothed (15 day) climatological forcing fields. The smoothed upper and
lower standard deviations (+/- σ) are plotted in red and blue (for precipitation the 84th and 16th
percentiles are used, due to the skewed distribution), and are calculated using a 2.5 day averaging
window. The 2.5 day time scale is the auto–decorrelation time-scale, taken to be the time for
weather systems to pass over the modelled regions. The autocorrelations for all of the variables
after the mean has been removed are shown in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6. The 2.5 day averaging
window was used to reduce the impact of short period, high amplitude variability present in the
forcing fields caused by storms, on the standard deviations. The wind speed is cubed in equation
2.22, which calculates the momentum transfer to the mixed layer, therefore the wind speed was
cubed before any spatial and temporal averaging.
The 2 m surface air temperatures (SATs) show a clear seasonal cycle in both regions. SATs
in the Amundsen Sea reach a minimum of -15 ◦C whilst the Weddell Sea reach a lower winter
minimum of -25 ◦C. The standard deviation is largest in the winter with the Amundsen Sea region
displaying greater variability. Both regions display low variability in the summer where SATs are
consistent around 0 ◦C. The 2 m specific humidity is also greater in the Amundsen than in the
Weddell Sea, as would be expected due to the cold, dry katabatic winds coming off from the
continent in the Weddell Sea region. In the Amundsen Sea the standard deviation seen is larger
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in the winter than in the summer, but in the Weddell Sea the standard deviation is more uniform
throughout the year, and is just slightly larger in the winter. The incoming longwave radiation
also shows slightly greater variability in the winter, with the Amundsen Sea displaying greater
variability than the Weddell Sea region. The incoming shortwave radiation shows a clear seasonal
cycle which is similar in both regions, going from 0 Wm−2 in the winter to a maximum of 300
Wm−2 in the summer, when the maximum standard deviation is shown. The wind speed is greater
in the Amundsen Sea by around 1 ms−1. Both regions display a similar standard deviation all year
round, and a seasonal cycle that has an amplitude of 2 ms−1. The snowfall rate and interannual
variability is greater for the Amundsen Sea. Typical snowfall values in the Amundsen Sea are
1.5× 10−4 kgm−2s−1 and in the Weddell Sea are 1× 10−5 kgm−2s−1.
2.3.2 Ocean profiles
Our model is initialised with representative summer–time profiles of temperature and salinity
for the Amundsen and Weddell Seas that are the same as those used in Petty et al. (2013). The
profiles are shown in Figure 2.7. Observations of the Amundsen Sea suggest a surface layer of
near freezing water, typically extending to a depth of 200 m (Walker et al., 2008; Jacobs et al.,
2011), although observations of the depth of this layer do range from 100 m to 300 m (Jacobs et
al 1996, Dutrieux et al 2014). Below the mixed layer, observations indicate that the temperature
rises up to values of +1◦C at about 600 m. The Amundsen shelf sea is filled with warm (+1◦C)
Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) (Jacobs et al., 1996, 2011; Walker et al., 2008). CDW intrudes
beneath the ice shelves in the Amundsen Sea, where, as a result of basal melting, it is implicated
in ice loss from West Antarctica (Shepherd et al., 2004). The salinity increases approximately
linearly from 33.8 to 34 at the surface to 34.5 at 600 m (Walker et al., 2008; Dutrieux et al.,
2014). Our temperature and salinity profiles used for the Amundsen Sea simulations are in good
agreement with these observations.
Figure 2.2: Latitude-longitude boxes used for spatial averaging of atmospheric forcings, the
Weddell Sea is marked in red and the Amundsen Sea is marked in green.
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Weddell Sea Atmospheric Fields
Figure 2.3: Climatology for the Weddell Sea, calculated from ERA-I reanalysis, 1979–2016, over
the latitude longitude region; 58◦W to 48.5◦W, 72◦S to 74.8◦S.
Amundsen Sea Atmospheric Fields
Figure 2.4: Climatology for the Amundsen Sea, calculated from ERA-I reanalysis, 1979–2016, over
the latitude longitude region; 115◦W to 105◦W, 71.5◦S to 73.5◦S.
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Figure 2.5: Autocorrelations for the atmospheric forcing variables, calculated after the mean has
been removed. All variables were averaged over the Weddell Sea (58◦W to 48.5◦W, 72◦S to
74.8◦S).
The Weddell Sea has a much less stratified profile, with higher salinity values than in
the Amundsen Sea, ranging from values of 34.4 at the surface to approximately 34.6 at 600m
(Nicholls et al., 2003, 2008). High Salinity Shelf Water (HSSW) is formed in the Weddell Sea,
which is a precursor to Antarctic Bottom Water. HSSW is predominantly formed in this region
from relatively warm Modified Weddell Deep Water (MWDW) that is salinified and cooled due
to sea ice growth over the continental shelf (Renfrew et al., 2002; Nicholls et al., 2009). The
temperature of the waters from mid depth to the continental shelf is observed to be -1.5◦C
(Nicholls et al., 2003, 2008). Winter observations of the region are limited due to the treacherous
conditions. The only winter observations available of the region indicate that winter mixing in the
southwestern part of the Weddell Sea continental shelf is deep, spanning the depth of the observed
profiles (up to 400m) (Nicholls et al., 2008). The Weddell temperature and salinity profiles are
designed to reflect the MWDW source waters on to continental shelf, based on observations taken
from the southwestern (Nicholls et al., 2003, 2008) and northwestern Weddell Sea (Gordon, 1998;
Nicholls et al., 2004). Note that denser, more saline HSSW has been found in the south western
boundary of the Weddell Sea (Nicholls et al., 2003), with salinities up to 34.8, however this is
believed to be formed by the coastal polynya in this region and therefore is not what we seek
to represent. After mixed layer shoaling, temperature and salinity are restored to these profiles
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Figure 2.6: Autocorrelations for the atmospheric forcing variables, calculated after the mean has
been removed. All variables were averaged over the Amundsen Sea (115◦W to 105◦W, 71.5◦S to
73.5◦S).
during the simulations over a time scale of three months, mimicking ocean advection.
Figure 2.7: Ambient ocean profile for the Weddell Sea in red, and the Amundsen Sea in green.
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2.3.3 Weddell and Amundsen Sea simulations with climatological atmospheric
forcing
Simulations were carried out with the model set up described in Section 2.2.5 and the
climatological atmospheric forcing in order to establish a reference state for each region,
presented in Figures 2.8 and 2.9.
In the Weddell Sea (Figure 2.8) the mixed layer reaches the continental shelf every winter,
the ice concentration varies between 0.6 and 0.95 every year, and the ice thickness varies between
about 1 to 1.75 m. Snow ice forms between 25–60% of the sea ice. The secondary, smaller
decrease in ice concentration after the main summer minimum is due to the warming of the ocean
as the mixed layer deepens into the warm deep waters. The ice concentration then increases again
once the mixed layer reaches the maximum mixed layer depth. At this point no more heat is added
from the ocean and the ocean cools dramatically. This causes a rapid increase in ice concentration
to the maximum ice concentration value. The jagged pattern in the snow thickness reflects these
changes in ice concentration, as whenever the ice concentration increases the existing snow layer
is redistributed to give a new average snow thickness to prevent artificial creation of snow. Snow
thickness is also removed by formation of snow ice. In the Weddell simulation the snow ice is
formed as the sea ice thickness starts to decrease, which increases the ratio of snow to ice. Snow
ice formation halts once the sea ice thickness increases again, at this point the snow ice thickness
decreases slightly due to relaxation of ice thickness and snow ice thickness values, representing
the advection of ice (of differing composition) through the region, see Section 2.2.4 for details.
In the Amundsen Sea (Figure 2.9) the ice concentration varies between 0.5 and 0.95 each
year, and the ice thickness between 1.2 and 1.8 m. Due to the high snowfall rate, snow ice forms
90–100 % of the sea ice. At the summer ice minimum all of the sea ice is snow ice, as all of the
congelation ice at the base melts, and then the snow ice begins to melt. The mixed layer depth
reaches 310 m each winter. As the mixed layer penetrates the 200 m thermocline during winter,
the ice concentration starts to decrease due to increased ocean heating from below the ice.
Observations of snow ice are sparse; the limited observations indicate that between 8-38 % of
Antarctic sea ice is composed of snow ice (Jeffries et al., 1997; Massom et al., 2001). However, a
large range of values have been reported, including much higher values where snow ice makes up
nearly all of the sea ice sampled (Massom et al., 2001). In general observations for the Weddell
Sea fall at the at lower end of estimates (Lange et al., 1990), and those in the Amundsen Sea
fall in the upper end of the estimates (Jeffries et al., 1997, 2001). Possible causes of the very
high fraction of snow ice in the Amundsen Sea simulations could be a higher snowfall rate in the
ERA-I dataset, or a higher basal melt rate than occurs in reality.
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Weddell Sea Reference State
Figure 2.8: Results for the Weddell Sea when forcing the model with the climatology. Ice
concentration (blue), total (congelation+snow ice) ice thickness (green), snow ice thickness
(dashed green) and snow thickness (dotted green) in the top panel, mixed layer depth (white)
plotted over the potential temperature in the middle panel and salinity in the bottom panel.
2.3.4 Weddell and Amundsen Sea simulations 1980-2016
The model was run with the 1979–2016 ERA-I atmospheric fields with 5 years of spin up,
the atmospheric forcings are plotted in Figures 2.10 and 2.11, and the results for the Amundsen
and the Weddell Seas are plotted in Figures 2.12 and 2.13.
The Weddell Sea displays much less interannual variability than the Amundsen Sea,
consistent with the lower variability seen in the atmospheric variables over the times series. Two
anomalously low sea ice years stand out in the Weddell Sea time series. 1989/1990 which was
caused by a warm winter followed by a summer with anomalously high shortwave radiation. And
also 2010/2011, which can be explained by anomalously high shortwave radiation that summer.
The Amundsen Sea time series shows much greater variability than the Weddell Sea in both
ice properties (concentration and thickness), as well as mixed layer depth. The dramatic low
sea ice minimum in 1980 is likely a combination of effects of switching from the climatology
to the time series, which results in a dramatic change in seasonal cycle in some variables, so it
may be associated with spin up and adjustments to this change. However, the forcing suggests it
would be expected to be a low sea ice summer, as the summer air temperature, specific humidity,
longwave radiation and wind speed are all relatively high, so may add together. The following
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Amundsen Sea Reference State
Figure 2.9: Results for the Amundsen Sea when forcing the model with the climatology. Ice
concentration (blue), total (congelation+snow ice) ice thickness (green), snow ice thickness
(dashed green) and snow thickness (dotted green) in the top panel, mixed layer depth (white)
plotted over the potential temperature in the middle panel and salinity in the bottom panel.
winter temperature is anomalously high, which in combination with the increased sea ice melt
resulting in the anomalously shallow mixed layer.
In general there is a pattern throughout the Amundsen Sea time series that winters in which
the mixed layer is deeper than the normal values are followed by summers with lower sea ice
minimums due to the extra ocean heat that has been mixed upwards. This pattern can be seen in
winter/summers 1982/82, 1994/95, 1996/97, 2004/05 and 2009/10. In general the deeper mixed
layer winters correspond to winters in which the air temperature is lower, and often with the
winter longwave and specific humidity acting to amplify the mixed layer deepening.
There are no clear trends in either region, despite observations indicating an increase in
sea ice extent in the Weddell and a decrease in the Amundsen Sea over this period (Parkinson
and Cavalieri, 2012). However, as the model is not simulating extent, but ice concentration over
specific regions in the Amundsen and Weddell Seas making it is hard to make a direct comparison.
Also there is no variability in ocean advection, or rate of ice advection within this model, both of
which could provide an extra source of interannual variability. Simulations using the unsmoothed
atmospheric fields resulted in very little change to the sea ice and ocean mixed layer evolution
and values in both regions.
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Figure 2.10: Atmospheric forcing fields for the Weddell Sea, from 1979 to 2016 with 5 years of the
climatology for spin up.
2.4 Summary
A simple sea ice–mixed layer model has been adapted from Petty et al. (2013). The main
changes are the inclusion of snow ice and a variable thickness snow layer. This was found to be
a particularly significant process in the Amundsen Sea which has a relatively high snowfall rate,
and formed sea ice that was nearly completely snow ice in the simulations. The snow thickness
in the Amundsen Sea simulations was predominantly controlled by the rate of snow ice formation
and therefore the thickness of sea ice and rate of snowfall. The parameterisation of ice advection
was also changed to account for the thickness gradients of sea ice in the two regions, reflecting
the advection of ice that is thinner into the region than is being exported.
The reference state results for the two regions are presented, where the model is forced with
the climatological atmospheric conditions. The model is able to simulate realistic annual sea ice
and mixed layer evolution, similar to results in Petty et al. (2013), with the Amundsen Sea partially
destratifying (mixed layer depth of 310 m), and the Weddell Sea completely destratifying to the
continental shelf (500 m). The ice concentration and thickness are within the range of realistic
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Figure 2.11: Atmospheric forcing fields for the Amundsen Sea, from 1979 to 2016 with 5 years of
the climatology for spin up.
values from observations. In both regions the ice thickness varies between 1–1.8 m in each year,
and between roughly 50% to 95 % ice concentration (the maximum ice concentration) in the
Amundsen Sea, and 60% to 95% in the Weddell Sea. No clear trends in the sea ice cover were
seen in either region over the time period 1979–2016.
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Figure 2.12: Simulation results for the Weddell Sea, from 1979 to 2016 with 5 years of spin up with
the climatological forcing.
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Figure 2.13: Simulation results for the Amundsen Sea, from 1979 to 2016 with 5 years of spin up
with the climatological forcing.
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Chapter 3:
IMPACT OF ATMOSPHERIC AND
OCEANIC FORCING IN THE
ANTARCTIC SHELF SEAS
3.1 Overview
In this chapter the sensitivity in the Weddell and Amundsen Sea simulations to the
atmospheric conditions is investigated. This was done in order to explore the behaviour of the sea
ice cover and mixed layer evolution in the two regions, to provide a scale for which the magnitude
of the feedback responses in Chapter 4 can be compared and to establish which atmospheric
forcing variables have the largest impact on the sea ice and mixed layer evolution. The sensitivity
to the atmospheric forcing variables is presented in Section 3.2, the sensitivity to uncertainty in
the oceanic conditions in Section 3.3 and a summary of the chapter is given in Section 3.4.
3.2 Sensitivity to Atmospheric Conditions
A set of simulations was performed in which each atmospheric forcing parameter was
altered in turn to its +/– σ values with all other forcings given by the climatology. There is
large uncertainty in future projections for Southern Ocean climate, however studies suggest that
conditions are likely to get warmer and wetter (Christensen et al., 2013), therefore non-linearity
of the response to increasing both surface air temperature and snowfall fields by σ was explored
in an additional warmer and wetter (WW) simulation. Note that in this approach unphysical
atmospheric conditions are applied due to decoupling atmospheric fields that are not independent.
In Sections 3.2.1 the changes to the seasonal cycle will be shown, then a summary of the
results for the Weddell and Amundsen Seas is presented in Sections 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2.
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3.2.1 Sea ice and mixed layer response
Here the responses of the seasonal cycle of the sea ice and mixed layer depth to the
perturbations in the atmospheric forcing variables for both the Weddell and the Amundsen Seas
are presented and briefly described. The surface air temperature results are given in greater detail,
due to surface air temperature perturbations being used for the feedback studies in Chapter 4. A
summary of the results for each region follows in Sections 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2.
Surface air temperature Plots of the response of the sea ice and mixed layer variables to
perturbations in SAT are shown in Figure 3.1 (Weddell Sea) and Figure 3.2 (Amundsen Sea). The
temperature change is largest in the winter +/- 6.2◦C in the Amundsen Sea and +/- 4.7◦C in the
Weddell Sea. For both regions the + σ SATs resulted in thinner sea ice (max and min). In the
Weddell Sea the water column destratified later, as shown in Figure 3.1, whilst in the Amundsen
Sea the mixed layer was shallower and fresher (deeper and saltier), as shown in Figure 3.2. This
is predominantly due to a decreased winter conductive heat flux up through the ice, resulting in
decreased sea ice growth and therefore decreased brine rejection, which strongly controls the rate
of mixed layer deepening, and maximum mixed layer reached. The opposite statements are true
for the – σ SAT results.
Weddell Sea SAT Sensitivity
Figure 3.1: Steady state ice concentration, mixed layer depth, ice thickness, mixed layer salinity,
ice volume, mixed layer temperature (dashed) and freezing temperature (dotted) for the reference
(black), + (red) and – (blue) σ SAT runs. For the snowfall rate the 16th and 84th percentile are
used instead of +/-σ.
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Amundsen Sea SAT Sensitivity
Figure 3.2: See Figure 3.1 caption.
In the Weddell Sea, Figure 3.1, the + σ SATs resulted in later destratification of the water
column, and earlier restratification. The timing of mixed layer destratification determines the
timing of ice thickening and expansion as the mixed layer cools dramatically once it reaches the
ocean floor as warm deep ocean water is no longer being mixed upwards. The whole water column
is being cooled, resulting in an increase in ice volume. The rate of winter ice thickening, and the
seasonal change in ice thickness is similar in the perturbed and reference runs, the difference
being the duration spent near the maximum ice thickness (the winter ice season), which is longer
in the cooler case due to the longer duration of the completely destratified water column. For the
Weddell sea the + σ SAT run has a larger total change in ice volume, with a later winter increase
in ice volume leading to a short winter ice season. The opposite statements are true for the – σ
SAT run.
In the Amundsen Sea, (Figure 3.2) the minimum ice concentration increased slightly in
response to + σ SATs. Although it appears counter intuitive that warming should increase summer
ice concentration and cooling should decrease it, this result is explained by changes in the amount
of basal ocean heating, with a decrease in heating associated with a shallower mixed layer. In the
– σ SAT run the mixed layer is deeper, mixing up more ocean heat, resulting in an earlier spring
ice cover reduction (decrease in ice concentration). The opposite scenario is true for the + σ SAT
run where the mixed layer shoals to above the thermocline. The – σ SAT run has the largest
seasonal change in volume. Growth is faster than the reference run during the main growth phase
and melting starts earlier due to the earlier deepening of the mixed layer below 200 m. In the + σ
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SAT run the seasonal change in ice volume is slightly reduced (the max decreases more than the
min), growth is slower, but melting starts later in the year.
In both regions the mixed layer temperature is close to the freezing temperature. In the
Amundsen Sea, the mixed layer temperature starts to become very slightly greater than the
freezing temperature as the mixed layer deepens into the warmer waters below the thermocline.
A similar process happens in the Weddell Sea, except that once the water column becomes
completely destratified the mixed layer temperature becomes supercooled, promoting rapid ice
growth. In reality this supercooling would result in frazil ice formation, which is not represented
in our model.
In both regions there is a reduction in Smix and an increase in Tmix during the summer.
The salinity decrease is caused by sea ice melting, releasing freshwater into the mixed layer,
meanwhile the temperature of the mixed layer increases due to the shallow summer mixed layer
and the warmer surface air temperatures. Smix increases as sea ice grows during Autumn and
rejects brine, and Tmix drops. The cooling and salinification of the mixed layer then promotes
mixed layer deepening. There is a strong correlation between the dip/hump in the mixed layer
salinity and temperature, as they are both dependent on the seasonal change in ice volume. In the
Amundsen Sea reference and -σ SAT run we can see that the temperature of the mixed layer rises
slightly as the mixed layer deepens below 200 m. In the Weddell Sea we see that Tmix decreases
significantly as the mixed layer completely destratifies the water column. The magnitude of this
cooling is not dramatically different, the main difference is the timing of the cooling, which is
earlier for the – σ SAT run, and later in the + σ SAT run.
Specific humidity The mean increase/decrease in specific humidity was 6.4× 10−4 gg−1
in the Amundsen Sea (AS) and 3.8× 10−4 gg−1 in the Weddell Sea (WS). Increasing specific
humidity reduces the rate of sublimation of snow from the surface, increasing the rate of snow
ice formation. This slightly increases the summer ice thickness in the WS, and increasing the
ice thickness all year round in the AS, as shown in Figure 3.3. These changes reflect how in the
simulations, snow ice is formed in the summer only in the WS, whilst in the AS it is formed all
year round in the simulations. The slower autumn increase in ice concentration in the AS is due to
the thicker sea ice, meaning a larger volume change per unit of expansion, see Equation 2.6. The
mixed layer changes in both regions reflect the change in timing of the autumn/winter ice growth
in the WS, and the seasonal ice volume change in the AS.
Shortwave Radiation Flux The total increase/decrease in the shortwave radiation flux
over the annual cycle was 3.6× 1014 Wm−2 in the AS and 4.7× 1014 Wm−2 in the WS. The
increased shortwave radiation flux warms the mixed layer, resulting in slower destratification in
the WS and shoaling the winter mixed layer in the AS and later restratification in both regions,
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shown in Figure 3.4. The amplitude of the seasonal cycle in ice thickness is increased in both
regions reflecting the increased shortwave radiation seasonal cycle, and the sea ice melt duration
is shortened, resulting in a longer period where the sea ice volume is at its seasonal maximum in
the WS. In the AS, the seasonal cycle in the ice concentration more strongly reflects the increase
in mixed layer depth, and therefore the basal ocean heat flux. The opposite statements are true for
a decrease in shortwave radiation flux.
Longwave Radiation Flux The total increase/decrease in the longwave radiation flux over
the annual cycle was 5.6× 1014 Wm−2 in the AS and 4.7× 1014 Wm−2 in the WS. Similar to the
shortwave radiation, an increase in longwave radiation results in slower destratification in the WS
and shoaling the winter mixed layer in the AS and later destratification in both regions, shown in
Figure 3.5. However, the amplitude of seasonal ice thickness change remains similar for the WS,
the ice thickness increases all year round, and the winter ice season is lengthened due to earlier
destratification. The ice concentration changes in the WS and AS are similar to the shortwave
responses, strongly responding to changes in the mixed layer depth in both regions. The opposite
statements are true for the decrease in longwave radiation in the WS. In the AS, the ice thickness
decreases very slightly all year round. However, for the decrease in longwave, the ice thickness
remains very similar to the reference case due to the increased winter basal heat flux, and only
increases very slightly in the summer.
Wind Speed The mean increase/decrease in wind speed is 2.6 ms−1 in the AS and 2.2
ms−1 in the WS. The increased wind speed increases wind stirring. This plays a role in the initial
mixed layer deepening, whilst the mixed layer is still shallow, which can be seen in the results of
both regions in Figure 3.6 between late Feb–March/April. An increase in wind speed also slightly
increases the turbulent heat fluxes, resulting in quicker destratification and a slightly increased
winter ice thickness in the WS. In the AS the ice thickness slightly decreased as a result of the
slightly deeper mixed layer, and increased basal heat flux. However, the increased turbulent heat
flux results in a more rapid autumn increase in ice concentration in the AS.
A clear limitation of using the idealised model is that only the impact of wind strength on
the turbulent heat fluxes and wind stirring could be investigated. In reality both wind speed
and direction is important for the sea ice cover. Generally in the Southern Ocean, northerly
winds tend promote compression of the ice, pushing the sea ice towards the coast, promoting
thickening by rafting and ridging whilst slowing expansion. Northerly winds also tend to be
warmer, acting to increase melting rates/slow ice growth. The opposite is true for southerly winds,
which tend to promote expansion of the sea ice cover and enhanced growth/reduced melt due to
the cooling effect. As discussed in Section 1.2.2.2, trends in the winds have been shown to explain
a significant proportion of the sea ice variability in the Antarctic sea ice cover.
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Snowfall Rate The increase in snowfall over the whole year was 3.6× 108 kgm−2yr−1 in
the AS and 1.4× 108 kgm−2yr−1 in the WS. Whilst the decrease was 3.4× 108 kgm−2yr−1 in
the AS and 1.4× 108 kgm−2yr−1 in the WS. Increasing the snowfall rate increases the rate of
snow ice formation, and acts to freshen the ocean surface. In the WS (see Figure 3.7), increased
snow ice formation increases the thickness of the sea ice, predominantly in the summer, which
is when most of the snow ice formation occurs in the WS simulations, due to the thinner ice.
Destratification also occurs slightly later, due to the increased surface freshwater flux. The
opposite statements are true in the WS in response to a decrease in snowfall rate. In the AS, snow
ice formation increases, dramatically increasing the ice thickness (note the different scale used for
the AS in Figure 3.7). However, the brine flux from the snow ice formation outweighs the surface
freshening, resulting in a slightly deeper winter mixed layer depth. In the lower snowfall rate
case, where there is essentially no snowfall, the ice thickness dramatically decreases, and there is
essentially no ice in the summer (minimum thickness and concentration values are reached).
Warmer and Wetter Scenario Studies suggest that the Southern Ocean is likely to get
warmer and wetter. Therefore the + σ fields for surface air temperature and snowfall (along with
the climatology for the other atmospheric fields) have been used as a future forcing scenario. The
model results for ice concentration, thickness and mixed layer depth when forcing the Amundsen
and Weddell with this future scenario are plotted in Figure 3.8, alongside the reference results for
comparison.
In the WS the destratification is slower resulting in the winter sea ice thickness being reached
later, and the summer ice concentration is reduced. The summer ice thickness slightly increases
due to an increase in snow ice formation. In the AS there is a much more dramatic change, note the
difference in scale in the ice thickness for the AS in Figure 3.8. The ice thickness dramatically
increases due to the increase in snow ice formation.The winter mixed layer shoals due to the
increased surface freshwater flux, and the surface warming. This decreases the basal heat flux,
increasing the summer ice concentration. However the winter ice concentration decreases, due to
slower expansion of the dramatically thicker sea ice (see Equation 2.6).
3.2.2 Summary of sensitivity to atmospheric forcing
In this section the sensitivity of the sea ice cover and the mixed layer depth in the two
regions shown in the previous section is summarised and compared. The change to the sea ice
and mixed layer seasonal cycle is shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. The sensitivity simulations are
then summarised in Figures 3.9 and 3.10, where all metrics shown are calculated after 8 years of
simulation, to make sure that the model has reached a steady state (this typically only takes 2–3
years).
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Specific humidity
(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Steady state ice concentration, ice thickness and mixed layer depth for the reference




Figure 3.4: Steady state ice concentration, ice thickness and mixed layer depth for the reference
(black), + (red) and – (blue) σ shortwave radiation runs for the (a) Weddell Sea and (b) Amundsen
Sea.
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Longwave radiation
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Steady state ice concentration, ice thickness and mixed layer depth for the reference




Figure 3.6: Steady state ice concentration, ice thickness and mixed layer depth for the reference
(black), + (red) and – (blue) σ wind speed runs for the (a) Weddell Sea and (b) Amundsen Sea.
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Snowfall rate
(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: Steady state ice concentration, ice thickness and mixed layer depth for the reference
(black), 84th (red) and 16th percentiles (blue) for the snowfall rate runs for the (a) Weddell Sea
and (b) Amundsen Sea.
Warmer and wetter
(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: Steady state simulation results for + σ SAT and the 84th percentile for the snowfall
rate (purple), the reference run (black), + σ SAT (red) and the 84th percentile for the snowfall
rate (red dashed) for (a) Weddell Sea and (b) Amundsen Sea.
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For the Weddell Sea, the timing of water column destratification and the mean ice volume
were chosen as metrics to compare the mixed layer and sea ice sensitivity in Figure 3.9. In
the Weddell Sea simulations the mixed layer always reaches the continental shelf during winter,
meaning that a different metric to the maximum mixed layer depth used in the Amundsen Sea
had to be used to summarise mixed layer changes. The timing of mixed layer destratification and
the duration spent with the water column completely destratified was found to be important in
determining the timing of the sea ice thickness and concentration increase, which coincide with
dramatic cooling of the water column as the water column completely destratifies. The winter
growth period generally coincides with the time where the mixed layer is completely destratified.
An earlier destratification also means that there is thicker sea ice, as there is a longer period of sea
ice growth. For the Amundsen Sea, the maximum mixed layer depth was used in Figure 3.10,
this was found to be important as it determines how much warm deep water is entrained. Mean
ice volume was used to compare sensitivity of the sea ice in both regions.
Weddell Sea Sensitivity Results
Figure 3.9: Sensitivity study results for the Weddell Sea for +/– σ of each atmospheric parameter
and + σ temperature and snowfall (warmer and wetter, WW). The top of each bar is the
destratification time/mean ice volume for each perturbed run. The grey line indicates the reference
value and the size and sign of each bar shows the difference between each perturbed run with the
reference run value. All values are calculated from when the simulation has reached a steady
state.
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Amundsen Sea Sensitivity Results
Figure 3.10: Sensitivity study results for the Amundsen Sea for +/– σ of each atmospheric
parameter and + σ temperature and snowfall (warmer and wetter, WW). The top of each bar
is the maximum mixed layer depth/mean ice volume for each perturbed run. See Figure 3.9 for
more details.
3.2.2.1 Weddell Sea results
Figure 3.9 shows that greater sensitivity for both the mixed layer and sea ice response was
found to shortwave, longwave radiation and surface air temperature (SAT) which all had similar
responses of +/– one month in destratification time, and changes in ice volume of +/–0.2 m3m−2.
The mixed layer and ice volume response to increasing/decreasing each variable by σ is
mostly fairly symmetric apart from snowfall. The sea ice and mixed layer responses are generally
slightly larger for the + σ perturbation to each variable. Most responses are driven by changes in
the surface energy balance promoting ice growth (decrease in SAT, shortwave radiation, longwave
radiation, specific humidity or an increase in wind speed) and resulting in an earlier water column
destratification or vice versa. Increasing wind speed also increases wind stirring, promoting mixed
layer deepening. This is only important for shallower mixed layer depths, and the impact of wind
speed on the turbulent heat fluxes and the surface energy balance dominates.
Increasing specific humidity reduces the rate of sublimation of snow from the surface,
increasing the rate of snow ice formation, slightly increasing the mean ice volume and the
rate of destratification. The Weddell Sea sea ice cover and mixed layer is less sensitive to the
perturbations in the snowfall rate than the Amundsen, as the lower snowfall rate means that there
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is less snow ice formation, and any snow ice that forms generally forms during the spring/summer
months when the sea ice is thinner. An increase in snowfall rate increases the thickness of snow
ice, this also increases the brine flux into the mixed layer, offsetting some of the impact of the
increased surface freshwater flux on the rate of destratification. A decrease in snowfall rate results
in less snow ice and faster destratification due to a reduced freshwater flux.
In the warmer and wetter run (+ σ SAT and + σ snowfall) the impact of increased temperature
dominates over the impact of increased snowfall. The sea ice becomes marginally thinner, and
the mixed layer destratification slows due to an increased surface freshwater flux from snow and
surface warming. Overall the increase in snow ice and decrease in ice growth due to surface
warming balance and result in little change in mean ice volume, although the snow ice fraction of
the sea ice increased to become the main component.
3.2.2.2 Amundsen Sea results
Figure 3.10 shows that the mixed layer depth displayed the largest sensitivity to the (– σ)
shortwave radiation flux, followed closely by SAT and longwave radiation flux, which all showed
changes in the mixed layer depth +/– 70–80 m. The ice volume showed greatest sensitivity to
the snowfall rate, showing a maximum change of just under 1.0 m3m−2, followed by specific
humidity which resulted in changes in the order of 0.2 m3m−2. The Amundsen Sea sea ice cover
showed much less sensitivity to SAT, shortwave and longwave radiation than seen in the Weddell
sensitivity results.
Atmospheric perturbations that change the surface energy balance with a tendency for ice
growth also promote mixed layer deepening. This increases the entrainment of warm deep waters
(if the mixed layer is below the 200 m thermocline), acting to decrease the rate of ice growth
and therefore ice volume, opposing the direct impact of the atmospheric perturbation on the ice
cover. For example, in response to a decrease in SAT, shortwave radiation, longwave radiation or
an increase in wind speed the ice volume decreases. Changes to the maximum mixed layer depth
predominantly impact the summer minimum ice volume, as the maximum mixed layer is reached
in early November, around the time that the ice volume is starting to decrease, meaning that an
increase in the maximum mixed layer depth will cause the ice growth to plateau and then start to
decrease earlier. This negative feedback explains some of the lack of symmetry in the ice volume
responses to +/- σ perturbations in SAT, shortwave and longwave radiation.
Similar behaviour has been found in other studies (Martinson, 1990; Zhang, 2007). The
relationship between mixed layer deepening and enhanced basal melt means that: (i) the ice
volume changes in response to perturbations are highly nonlinear, for example an increase and a
decrease in incoming longwave radiation both result in a decrease in the mean ice volume; and
(ii) the sea ice volume changes in response to all atmospheric perturbations (except snowfall)
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are damped, and are smaller than those in the Weddell Sea. Both the sea ice volume and mixed
layer depth showed a high sensitivity to the snowfall rate, which determines the rate of snow ice
formation.
As in the Weddell sensitivity results, decreasing the specific humidity increases the rate of
sublimation of snow, decreasing the rate of snow ice formation and decreasing the ice volume. The
small change in mixed layer depth reflects both the changes in salt flux from snow ice formation
and changes to the surface energy balance (latent heat flux), which in this scenario oppose each
other. An increase in the wind speed causes more wind stirring, promoting mixed layer deepening
that brings heat into the mixed layer that acts to buffer changes in the ice cover due to changes
in the surface energy balance. This causes the resulting changes in mean ice volume for the
Amundsen Sea to be the opposite of those in the Weddell Sea in response to changes in wind
speed.
The Amundsen Sea ice cover showed greatest sensitivity to the snowfall rate. The relatively
thin sea ice and high snowfall rates in the Amundsen Sea region mean that snow ice formation is
an important process, forming a majority of the sea ice in the Amundsen Sea simulations. Changes
in snowfall also lead to changes in stratification and the amount of basal ocean heating. This
means that both increased and decreased snowfall lead to a deeper mixed layer, due to increased
snow ice formation (and associated brine flux) or reduced freshwater surface input. However,
some caution must be taken in any extrapolation of the Amundsen sensitivity results, particularly
to the snowfall rate, as the snow ice fraction in the Amundsen reference simulation exceeds the
(limited) range of observations (see Section 2.3.3).
In the warmer and wetter run (+ σ SAT and + σ snowfall), and in contrast to the Weddell Sea,
the impact of the increased precipitation dominates over the increased temperature impact. The
sea ice thickens due to the increased rate of snow ice production in response to increased snowfall.
The mixed layer shoals due to increased freshwater input from snowfall. The shallower mixed
layer means that the minimum ice concentration increases due to reduced basal ocean heating.
Broadly speaking the variability seen in both regions seems to exceed the interannual
variability displayed in Section 2.3.4, indicating that the variability in the forcing parameters
tend to cancel each other out to some degree, dampening variability. The interannual variability
displayed in Section 2.3.4 indicated that the Amundsen displayed greater interannual variability
than the Weddell Sea, which is consistent with the smaller sensitivity shown here to the
atmospheric forcing variables, and the lower variability displayed in the atmospheric forcings
over the time series.
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3.3 Sensitivity to Oceanic Conditions
The sensitivity to uncertainty in the oceanic forcing was investigated for the two regions by
varying the ocean ambient profiles and the rate of advection. The same metrics as Section 3.2.2
have been used to create Figures 3.12 and 3.13.
3.3.1 Weddell Sea
In the Weddell (Figure 3.12), the gradient of the salinity profile was halved and doubled
(see the dotted and dashed lines in Figure 3.11) to investigate the influence of changes in high
salinity shelf water properties on the shelf. Halving the gradient so that there is a 0.1 change in
salinity from surface to bottom of the water column (500 m) makes it easier for the water column
to destratify, causing earlier destratification. The opposite is true when the gradient was doubled,
so that there was a 0.4 salinity change over the water column.
Doubling (halving) the advection rate resulted later (earlier) destratification. This decreases
(increases) the length of the winter growth season, resulting in an increase (decrease) in mean ice
volume, despite minimal changes to the maximum and minimum sea ice volumes.
3.3.2 Amundsen Sea
In the Amundsen (Figure 3.13), the depth of the thermocline was changed from 200 m to
100 m and 300 m (see the dotted and dashed lines in Figure 3.11), based on observed interannual
variability (Assmann et al., 2013). The temperature gradient below the thermocline has been kept
Ambient Ocean Profiles for Sensitivity Tests
Figure 3.11: Ambient ocean profiles used to test the sensitivity to the ocean conditions in the
Weddell and Amundsen Seas.
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Weddell Sea Sensitivity Results
Figure 3.12: Ocean sensitivity results for the Weddell Sea. The sensitivity tests include changing
the ambient profiles used (WS2 and WS3), see Figure 3.11 for the profiles used for WS2 and WS3
tests. The advection timescale was also halved (0.175 yr−1) and doubled (0.5 yr−1).
Amundsen Sea Sensitivity Results
Figure 3.13: Ocean sensitivity results for the Amundsen Sea. The sensitivity tests include changing
the ambient profiles used (AS2 and AS3), see Figure 3.11 for the profiles used for AS2 and AS3
tests. The advection timescale was also halved (0.175 yr−1) and doubled (0.5 yr−1).
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constant in all cases. The density gradient is not identical due to the position of the thermocline
relative to the salinity gradient which has been kept constant in this study. This means that the
300 m thermocline has the sharpest density contrast across the pycnocline, presenting a larger
buoyancy barrier to overcome in order to mix below the pycnocline.
Shoaling the thermocline, results in a shallower winter mixed layer. However, the mixed
layer entrains further into the warm water. This results in earlier and more rapid summer sea ice
melt, decreasing the summer sea ice volume. Increasing the thermocline depth deepens the mixed
layer, however less warm deep water is entrained, resulting in an increase in sea ice.
The timescale for advection was also halved and doubled from 3 months to 6 months and
1.5 months. Doubling the rate (1.5 month timescale), resulting in a shallower mixed layer, as
the increased advection acts to increase the buoyancy barrier for mixed layer entrainment. The
opposite is true for halving the rate.
3.4 Summary
In this Chapter the sensitivity of the simulated sea ice cover and mixed layer evolution in
the Weddell Sea (WS) and the Amundsen Sea (AS) to the atmospheric and oceanic conditions
was investigated. The sensitivity to each of the six atmospheric forcing variables: surface air
temperature (SAT), specific humidity, shortwave radiation, longwave radiation, wind speed and
snowfall rate. Each variable was varied individually by +/– σ, apart from snowfall rate where
the 16th and 84th percentiles were used. The response was quantified by the change in the
destratification time of the water column and mean ice volume in the Weddell Sea, and the
maximum mixed layer depth and mean ice volume in the Amundsen Sea.
Very different sensitivity to surface atmospheric conditions was displayed in the two regions.
In the Weddell Sea the water column completely destratified during winter in all sensitivity
scenarios, however the timing becomes earlier/later depending on whether the rate of sea ice
growth is increased/decreased. Decreased winter sea ice growth and a shorter period of complete
destratification could decrease the rate of formation of Antarctic Bottom Water, as is currently
being observed (Purkey et al., 2019).
In the Amundsen Sea, changes to the surface energy balance that promote ice growth and
ocean cooling also promote mixed layer deepening. Changes to entrainment of warm deep waters
oppose the direct impact of the atmospheric perturbation on the ice cover through changes in the
rate of basal ice melting. These competing processes are evident in the sensitivity responses, and
have been found in other modelling studies (Martinson, 1990; Zhang, 2007). A shallower mixed
layer could also result in more warm CDW on the continental shelf, resulting in increased melting
of the ice shelves.
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The conditions in the Southern Ocean are predicted to get warmer and wetter (Christensen
et al., 2013). The magnitude and regional variation in this is uncertain. The sensitivity results here
suggest that reliable precipitation datasets are crucial. An increase in snowfall could promote
an increase in the sea ice volume due to two processes: (i) an increase in snow ice formation;
and (ii) freshening the surface ocean and decreasing the entrainment of warm deep waters. The
formation of snow ice releases less brine into the ocean than the same volume of congelation
ice from basal freezing, this effectively contributes to surface freshening. Our studies show
that the sensitivity to continued warming and increased snowfall in the Weddell Sea response
was dominated by sensitivity to air temperature, resulting in a decrease in sea ice, and slower
destratification, whereas the Amundsen Sea response was dominated by sensitivity to increasing
snowfall, resulting in more sea ice due to snow ice formation and a shallower mixed layer due to
surface ocean warming and freshening.
Both regions were relatively insensitive to the rate of advection. The sensitivity to changes in
the properties of high salinity shelf water (HSSW) on the WS shelf was investigated, showing that
a more stratified profile (saltier shelf water), results in slower destratification, and eventually if the
shelf water is saline enough, a shallower mixed layer. In the AS the depth of the thermocline was
shown to have a large impact on the maximum mixed layer depth reached, a shallower thermocline
resulting in a shallower maximum mixed layer and vice versa.
The displayed interannual variability is less than the magnitude of the response to the
atmospheric perturbations in the sensitivity studies, suggesting that the variability in the
atmospheric forcing parameters tend to cancel each other out to some degree, dampening the
observed variability.
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Chapter 4:
THE ROLE OF SEA ICE–OCEAN
FEEDBACKS IN THE ANTARCTIC
SHELF SEAS
4.1 Overview
In this chapter the strength and sign of selected feedbacks in the sea ice–ocean system in
response to surface air temperature perturbations is investigated. In particular we study the impact
of feedbacks in the ocean upon the sea ice (ocean feedback denied), feedbacks in sea ice upon
the ocean (sea ice feedback denied), the albedo feedback, ice thickness–growth rate (insulation)
feedback and the freezing temperature feedback. The methodology used to do this, the feedbacks
studied and results for the ocean feedback denied are given in Section 4.2, the feedback study
results for the Weddell and Amundsen Seas are presented in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, the feedback
responses in the two regions are quantified and compared in Section 4.5 followed by a summary
of the chapter in Section 4.6.
4.2 Methodology
The strength and sign of selected feedbacks in moderating the evolution of the sea ice–ocean
system in response to perturbations in surface air temperature is investigated. For each feedback
we consider the full model with perturbed +/– σ SAT and a feedback disabled (FD) run in response
to the same +/– σ SAT forcing. The difference between the perturbed run and the FD run is the
impact of the feedback response to the perturbation in SAT. Descriptions of the feedbacks along
with an outline of how each feedback was denied are in Table 4.1. The 2 m surface air temperature
(SAT) perturbations were chosen for the feedback studies because both regions demonstrated
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large sensitivity to it in Chapter 3, and it is predicted to increase in the Southern Ocean in CMIP5
models over the next century (Christensen et al., 2013). Although snowfall also fits these two
criteria, reanalysis values are not well trusted and predictions have higher uncertainty than surface
air temperature (Bromwich et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2016).
The metrics are used as for the sensitivity studies, mean ice volume for both regions, timing
of water column destratification for the Weddell Sea, and maximum mixed layer depth for the
Amundsen Sea. All values are calculated after 8 years of simulation, at which point a steady state
has been achieved (this typically only takes 2–3 years). An example of the feedback denial results
is given for the ocean feedback in the next section before showing the results for all feedbacks.
4.2.1 Ocean Feedback on the Sea Ice
Here the ocean feedback denied results are shown in detail, in order to show the steps
involved in summarising the results in sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. This feedback was chosen to
be shown in detail due to the numerous mentions in the literature of the importance of changes
in the basal ocean heat flux for the Antarctic sea ice cover, e.g. (Martinson, 1990; Zhang, 2007).
The full results for the other feedbacks are shown in Appendix A for reference, and the summary
of all the feedback results are discussed in Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5.
Figure 4.1 shows the feedback denial (FD) results in green for the Weddell Sea in response
to +/–σ SATs, compared to the perturbed runs (+/–σ SATs in red/blue) and the original reference
run (black line) after 8 years of simulation. In Figure 4.1, the feedback denied run (green line)
in combination with + σ SATs run has an earlier rapid ice expansion and thickening, due to
the earlier destratification of the water column compared to the + σ SAT perturbed simulation.
There is also an earlier dip in ice concentration before this, due to the mixed layer entraining
into the warmer deep waters earlier, and at a faster rate. The opposite statements are true for
the –σ SAT FD simulation in Figure 4.1. In both FD simulations, once the mixed layer depth
reaches the continental shelf we see that the ice concentration reaches the maximum value, and
the ice thickness reaches the same maximum value as with the feedback enabled. At this point the
negative feedback between the ice growth rate and the amount of warm water being entrained into
ceases. The maximum and minimum ice thickness values only change by very small amounts.
In the Amundsen Sea FD results shown in Figure 4.2 there are much more dramatic changes
in the ice cover in the FD simulations. In Figure 4.2, the feedback denied run in combination with
+ σ SAT (green line) in Figure 4.2 has much lower ice thickness all year round compared to the +
σ SATs run (red). With the deeper mixed layer depth, the ice concentration and ice thickness now
reach minimum values in the summer (i.e. open ocean). The opposite is true for – σ SAT (green
line) in Figure 4.2, the ice thickness is greatly increased and the ice concentration minimum is
increased relative to the – σ SAT simulation. We can also see in both simulations that the timing
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Name of feedback denial
simulation
Description of feedback How the feedback is denied
Ocean denied Brine rejection from sea ice growth
causes mixed layer deepening. This
results in more entrainment of warm
deep water, increasing basal heating of
the ice and reducing ice growth.
Mixed layer depth and
properties from the reference
run are prescribed.
Ice denied Sea ice growth and melt results in
brine and freshwater input into the
mixed layer, resulting in mixed layer
entrainment/shoaling. This typically
reinforces the impact of atmospheric
forcing on the mixed layer, e.g. on
seasonal timescales surface cooling
promotes mixed layer deepening and
sea ice growth, which releases brine
into the mixed layer and also causes
mixed layer deepening.
The sea ice evolution (ice
concentration and thickness)
from the reference run is
prescribed, along with the
corresponding salt and heat
fluxes.
Albedo feedback denied The lower the ice concentration, the
more shortwave radiation enters the
mixed layer, promoting mixed layer
warming and shoaling, causing the ice
cover to reduce in concentration.
The ice concentration from the
reference simulation is used in
Equation 2.17 to determine the
amount of shortwave radiation
entering the mixed layer.
Insulation feedback
denied
Thicker (thinner) ice decreases
(increases) the conductive heat flux
up through the ice (Fc), decreasing
(increasing) the rate of ice thickening.
The reference ice thickness has
been used within Equations 2.3
and 2.6 for Fc and the rate




Freshening the mixed layer increases
the freezing temperature making it
harder to melt ice and easier to freeze
ice. In the model this relationship
is governed by Tf = 273.15 −
0.054Smix. Changes to the Smix in
this study are caused by changes to the
seasonal cycle in sea ice volume. This
is a part of the feedbacks involving
changes to the stratification of the
Southern Ocean, where freshening
and cooling of the surface promote
increasing sea ice.
The freezing temperature from
the reference run is prescribed.
Table 4.1: Table outlining the feedbacks studied and how each feedback was denied.
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at which the ice concentration starts to decrease in autumn is the same as the reference simulation,
and is therefore dependent on the timing that the mixed layer depth penetrates the thermocline.
The simulations show how changes in the mixed layer depth act as a negative feedback on the ice
growth, acting to dampen the impact of the SAT perturbations on the volume of sea ice.
4.3 Weddell Sea Feedback Study Results
Feedback denial results for the Weddell Sea are shown in Figure 4.3. The distance between
the red (blue) cross or dot and the red (blue) line shows the strength of the feedback. When the
crosses or dots showing the destratification time/mean ice volume are inside the region bounded
by the reference line and the corresponding red/blue line then the feedback is positive, and is
negative otherwise.
The ocean FD results show that the ocean processes that are being switched off act as a small
negative feedback on the ice volume. In the + σ SAT ocean FD run the prescribed water column
destratification is earlier, lengthening the winter ice season. However, because the mixed layer
deepening is earlier, this slows the rate of winter ice volume growth resulting in a decreased mean
sea ice volume. Where the mixed layer depth was allowed to evolve in the sensitivity studies,
the rate of ice growth determined the time of deepening, meaning that a longer sea ice season
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Steady state ice concentration, ice thickness and mixed layer depth for the reference
(black), + σ SAT (red), – σ SAT (blue), and the corresponding ocean denied simulations (green)
for the Weddell Sea. (a) + σ SAT feedback denial simulation, and (b) – σ SAT feedback denial
simulation.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Steady state ice concentration, ice thickness and mixed layer depth for the reference
(black), + σ SAT (red), – σ SAT (blue), and the corresponding ocean denied simulations (green)
for the Amundsen Sea. (a) + σ SAT feedback denial simulation, and (b) – σ SAT feedback denial
simulation.
Weddell Sea Feedback Results
Figure 4.3: Feedback study results for the Weddell Sea showing the destratification time and mean
ice volume value for each simulation. All values are calculated from when the simulation has
reached a steady state.
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corresponded with an increase in mean sea ice volume unlike what is seen when this feedback
is removed. The opposite statements are true for the – σ SAT ocean FD run. Switching off the
ocean response also prescribes the mixed layer salinity and therefore the freezing temperature.
Both ice FD runs have the same destratification time as the reference run. This illustrates
that almost all of the mixed layer response to the perturbed surface air temperatures was due to
the changes in the seasonal sea ice growth and melt changing the timing and magnitude of brine
and freshwater fluxes into the mixed layer.
The albedo feedback acts as weak positive feedback on ice volume, and a slightly stronger
positive feedback on the destratification time. In the + σ SAT FD run less shortwave radiation
entering the mixed layer in the spring results in more summer ice. This increase is not seen as
much in the winter ice volume due to negative feedbacks such as the ice thickness-insulation
feedback reducing the rate of thickening for thicker ice. The opposite statements are true for the
– σ SAT FD run.
The insulation feedback acts as a negative feedback on the mean ice volume and the
destratification time. In the – σ SAT FD run, using the thinner ice thickness increases Fc and
results in greater winter ice growth, increasing the mean ice volume and resulting in an earlier
destratification time. The opposite is true for the + σ SAT FD run.
The freezing feedback only played a significant role in the – σ SAT FD run. As shown in
Figure 3.1, using the higher reference freezing temperature reduces summer ice melt. Denying
the freezing feedback increases the mean ice volume by a similar magnitude to the ocean FD,
indicating that a significant proportion of the change in ice volume in the ocean FD run may
be explained by changes in the freezing temperature. In the + σ SAT FD run for the Weddell
Sea, however, the mixed layer temperature is roughly equal or greater than both the freezing
temperature of the reference run and the warmer case, meaning there is little impact.
4.4 Amundsen Sea Feedback Study Results
Feedback denial results for the Amundsen Sea are shown in Figure 4.4. The results show the
ocean FD to strongly buffer the mean ice volume. In – σ SAT FD run the prescribed mixed layer
is shallower, resulting in an increase in mean sea ice volume. The opposite statements are true in
the + σ SAT FD run. The large magnitude of response in the ice cover indicates that changes to
the depth of the ocean mixed layer strongly buffer the impacts of perturbations in the atmospheric
conditions on the sea ice volume. Note that the very small decrease in mean ice volume in the –σ
run relative to the reference value means that this feedback has a positive sign for the –σ SAT FD
run.
The ice FD results show that the maximum mixed layer depth are equal to the reference value
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Amundsen Sea Feedback Results
Figure 4.4: Feedback study results for the Amundsen Sea showing the maximum mixed layer
depth and mean ice volume value for each simulation. All values are calculated from when the
simulation has reached a steady state.
for both FD simulations. As with the Weddell results, this demonstrates how changes in the sea
ice growth, and corresponding brine rejection, are responsible for the mixed layer response to the
surface air temperature perturbation. Without the perturbations to the seasonal sea ice evolution
the mixed layer remains at the reference value.
The albedo feedback acts as a negative feedback on the maximum mixed layer depth and
the mean ice volume. The presence of warm CDW below the 200 m thermocline means that
whenever the mixed layer deepens across this depth the amount of heat being mixed upwards
increases, or decreases if the mixed layer shoals. In the + σ SAT FD run the amount of shortwave
entering the mixed layer is increased in the spring, shoaling the mixed layer. In the – σ SAT FD
run, the opposite changes to the shortwave occur. The changes to the mixed layer counteract the
decrease in heat transferred to the ice from shortwave fluxes, meaning there is little change in the
summer ice volume and a decrease in the winter ice volume is seen. In summary, the presence of
the ocean mixing feedback makes the albedo results in the Amundsen Sea non-intuitive for two
reasons: (i) the perturbations to the spring and summer ice concentration which are being used to
remove the feedback are heavily determined by the ocean mixing feedback; and (ii) changes to
the shortwave flux into the mixed layer influence the mixed layer depth, therefore making changes
to ocean mixing an integral part of the feedback response.
The ice insulation feedback and the freezing temperature feedback show very little impact
on the mixed layer depth or mean ice volume. The variation in freezing temperature between
the reference and the +/– σ SAT runs is not as great as in the Weddell run, as shown in Figures
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3.1 and 3.2 due to the ocean mixing feedback buffering changes to the ice volume. This means
removing the freezing temperature feedback has little impact, and the changes in the ice volume
when removing the ocean mixing feedback are nearly exclusively due to changes in ocean heat.
However, larger freshening, e.g. from ice sheet melt or continental run off, may make this
feedback more important near the continent.
4.5 Gamma: A Comparison the role of feedbacks in the Weddell and
Amundsen Seas
Following the methodology in Goosse et al. (2018), the impact of each feedback on mixed
layer depth/destratification time and mean ice volume has been quantified for each set of feedback
Feedback Results
Figure 4.5: Values of γ for each set of feedback runs, see equation 4.1 for calculation
of γ, indicating the relative magnitude of impact of each feedback on the mixed layer
depth/destratification time and mean ice volume for each region. γML is calculated using the
maximum mixed layer depth in the Amundsen Sea and using the destratification time in the
Weddell Sea. γice is calculated using the mean ice volume for both regions. Note there are
no values for γML for ocean FD and γice for ice FD as the associated mixed layer/ice volume
changes are prescribed as part of the process of removing the feedback. The γlowerice value for the
Ocean FD in the Amundsen is off the figure scale, with a value of 96.9.
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where γ indicates the sign and relative strength of each feedback for each perturbation and region,
Ref is the reference run value (mixed layer depth/destratification timing/mean ice volume), Pert
is the perturbed (+/– σ SAT) run value, and FD is the corresponding +/– σ SAT feedback disabled
(FD) run value. γ gives the magnitude of the feedback impact normalised by the response of
the perturbation. A negative value of γ indicates a negative feedback, that acts to dampen any
change in mixed layer depth/destratification timing/mean ice volume, meaning that removing the
feedback results in amplifying the change. A positive value of γ indicates a positive feedback. γ
= 0 indicates no feedback response (i.e. Pert = FD). γ =1 indicates a positive feedback, where
all of the response to the perturbation is due to the feedback (FD = Ref ) and γ = –1 indicates
a negative feedback where Pert− FD = −(Pert− Ref), meaning that enabling the feedback
halves the resulting perturbation.
The use of γ allows the relative size of the feedbacks to be compared for the Weddell and
Amundsen Seas relatively easily. The value of γ will be dependent on the reference values
and perturbation applied, as discussed in Goosse et al. (2018). This is partially explored by
investigating the +/– σ SAT response for each feedback. The use of a standard set of perturbations
allows us to systematically compare the feedbacks. The feedbacks interact, and influence the
impact of other feedbacks. This means that the values of γ corresponding to different feedbacks
cannot be simply added to determine the combined feedback response. Figure 4.5 shows the
results for both regions, γML is calculated using the maximum mixed layer depth in the Amundsen
and using the destratification time in the Weddell. γice is calculated using the mean ice volume
for both regions.
In the Weddell Sea, Figure 4.5 shows that the ice and mixed layer γ values for the feedbacks
are mostly quite consistent for the +/– σ perturbations. In the Weddell Sea the impact of the ocean
mixing feedback on the ice volume is relatively small. The timing of ice growth and the duration
of the winter ice season changes (not reflected in γice), however there is little change to the ice
volume. This is because the mixed layer always destratifies, causing large amounts of water
column cooling and ice growth. The ice FD results show that the ice feedback on the mixed layer
is strong and positive, reflecting that faster ice growth results in faster destratification. Without the
sea ice response to the perturbation the mixed layer remains unchanged, as shown by the γML of
1. The albedo feedback in the Weddell Sea is relatively small, but has more intuitive results than
the Amundsen (i.e. it is a positive feedback). The insulation feedback has the strongest impact
on the ice volume, acting to buffer ice volume changes. The freezing temperature feedback is a
weak negative feedback in the – σ SAT run, but negligible in the warmer run.
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The results in Figure 4.5 clearly show how much stronger the impact of the ocean mixing
feedback on the ice volume in the Amundsen Sea is than all the other feedbacks studied in both
regions. The feedback becomes stronger as the mixed layer entrains deeper into the warm deep
waters, making the feedback stronger in the – σ FD (off the scale in Figure 4.5 with a value of
96.9). This strong feedback means that the changes in ice concentration are relatively small in
the sensitivity studies. It also means that the albedo feedback has little impact on the sea ice
cover, and actually acts as a negative feedback in the Amundsen Sea. This is because the change
in basal heating due to changes in mixed layer depth dominates the ice cover response. As seen
in the Weddell the γML values for the ice feedback on the mixed layer are 1, illustrating how
changes in sea ice growth amplify the impact of the atmospheric perturbation on the mixed layer.
Without the changes in sea ice growth the maximum mixed layer depth is unchanged.
The Amundsen Sea mixed layer responses γML are fairly consistent in sign for each feedback
for +/– σ perturbations, however the ice volume responses γice are not. The albedo feedback is
more negative for the – σ run due to the ocean mixing feedback interacting with the albedo
feedback, and increasing in strength for deeper mixed layers. The insulation feedback has a
very small magnitude in the Amundsen except for the – σ mean ice volume which is slightly
positive. This is predominantly a result of the very small difference in mean ice volume between
the reference and the – σ run which is used to calculate γlowerice . In the Amundsen Sea the freezing
temperature feedback has negligible impact on the sea ice cover as differences in the freezing
temperature between the +/– σ SAT simulations are not large enough to lead to a significant
change in ice volume.
4.6 Summary
Feedback studies were carried out using SAT perturbations and feedback denial experiments.
The feedbacks investigated were: (i) the ocean feedback, whereby deepening of the mixed layer
into warm, deep waters can increase the basal melt rate acting as a negative feedback on sea
ice growth; (ii) the sea ice feedback, whereby the seasonal sea ice melt and growth cycle inputs
freshwater and brine into the mixed layer, influencing the entrainment rate, typically amplifying
the effect of atmospheric perturbations on the mixed layer (e.g. surface atmospheric warming
causes both surface ocean warming and an increase in sea ice melt, both promoting mixed
layer shoaling); (iii) the albedo feedback, whereby the ice concentration determines how much
shortwave radiation enters the mixed layer so that a decrease in ice concentration increases the
shortwave radiation flux to the mixed layer, causing shoaling and warming, promoting further
decline in the sea ice concentration; (iv) the insulation feedback, whereby thicker sea ice has a
lower conductive heat flux up through the ice, reducing the rate of ice thickening, acting as a
negative feedback during ice growth; and (v) the freezing temperature feedback, whereby fresher
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seawater freezes at a higher temperature, meaning that freshening from increased sea ice melt
could in turn promote ice growth and act as a negative feedback.
In the Weddell Sea all the feedbacks were found to have a fairly minimal impact on the ice
volume when compared to the magnitude of the sensitivity results. The sea ice feedback study
showed that sea ice response to the atmospheric perturbation strongly amplified and controlled the
mixed layer response. This suggests that whilst the strong surface cooling is the driver required
to destratify the water column, it is the brine rejection from sea ice growth that strongly controls
the rate and timing of mixed layer deepening. The same strong relationship was seen in the
Amundsen. The albedo feedback is a small positive feedback in the Weddell Sea. The insulation
feedback had the strongest impact on the sea ice volume, acting as a negative feedback on ice
growth.
In the Amundsen Sea, the results from our feedback studies showed that the mixed layer
response to atmospheric forcing acts as a strong buffer against the sea ice response to atmospheric
perturbations, increasing/decreasing basal melting due to changes in entrainment of warm deep
waters. Quantifying the impact of each of the feedbacks on the mixed layer and ice volume
showed that the impact of the ocean feedback on the ice volume was by far the strongest.
The impact of the ocean feedback was larger than the ice volume response to the +/– σ SAT
perturbation, meaning that in the absence of the feedback, the ice response would be several
times larger. The negative feedback was shown to strengthen as the mixed layer deepened further
into the deep warm waters, opposing changes to the ice cover caused by surface warming. Zhang
(2007) also showed that this change in ocean heating may outweigh the change in sea ice growth.
This feedback interacts strongly with the other feedbacks investigated, due to the buffering of
the ice concentration and ice volume changes in response to the perturbations, influencing the
strength and behaviour of the other feedbacks. Changes to the mixed layer depth caused by other
feedbacks also involve changes in mixing of deep waters, involving the ocean feedback. For
example, the albedo feedback involves more or less shortwave radiation entering the mixed layer,
which then shoals or deepens the mixed layer, engaging the ocean feedback.
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Chapter 5:
USING THE COUPLED CICE-MIXED
LAYER MODEL TO EXAMINE AT THE
OCEAN–SEA ICE FEEDBACK IN THE
AMUNDSEN SEA
In this section the Los Alamos sea ice model CICE is coupled to a mixed layer model and
used to investigate the ocean feedback on the sea ice. The model configuration and set up is
covered in Section 5.1, the model details are given in Section 5.2, the formulation of the model
setup is elaborated in Section 5.3, a control run is presented in Section 5.4, the sensitivity of the
model to atmospheric forcing is investigated in Section 5.5.3, and finally, the ocean feedback in
the Amundsen Sea is investigated in Section 5.6, followed by a summary in section 5.8.
5.1 CICE Setup
CICE is a dynamic–thermodynamic model of sea ice. Largely the default CICE settings
were used. The sea ice in each grid cell is divided between five ice thickness categories, one snow
thickness category, and open water. The sea ice thermodynamics comes from Bitz and Lipscomb
(1999), an update on the Maykut and Untersteiner (1971) sea ice surface energy balance, that
is energy conserving and accounts for internal brine pockets in the sea ice. The ice dynamics
are based on the elastic-viscous-plastic (EVP) rheology of Hunke and Dukowicz (1997); Hunke
(2001); Hunke and Dukowicz (2002), a representation of the viscous–plastic rheology of sea ice
dynamics (Hibler, 1979). Seven vertical layers are used, and one snow layer. The default radiation
scheme is used, so penetrating solar radiation is equal to zero for snow covered sea ice, as most
incoming sunlight is absorbed near the top surface. The standard Maykut and Untersteiner (1971)
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conductivity is used. Linear remapping ice thickness distribution (ITD) approximation (Lipscomb
and Hunke, 2004)A full description of the model can be found in the user manual (Hunke et al.,
2015).
CICE was configured to run in stand-alone mode, on a 0.5◦ lat/long grid (176 by 176),
with the north pole at the equator (roughly 55 km horizontal resolution). The Antarctic land
mask and bathymetry are from interpolation of the RTOPO data set (Timmermann et al., 2010).
The atmospheric forcing is from the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011). This consists of
6-hourly fields for 2 m air temperature, specific humidity and 10 m zonal and meridional wind,
daily fields of downward short wave and long wave radiation, and monthly fields of precipitation
(snow and rain). The model is initialised in January with no ice.
5.1.1 Mixed layer model
In the standard CICE stand alone configuration (which is used in Section 5.3.1), the mixed
layer depth is set to a fixed value (in this case 20 m). The mixed layer salinity is prescribed and
the mixed layer temperature is prognostic. The deep ocean temperature is prescribed from data. A
mixed layer–ocean model has been incorporated into the Los Alamos sea ice model CICE (version
5.1, written in FORTRAN90), using the set up from Petty et al. (2014). Coupling CICE to a mixed
layer model allows the mixed layer depth, temperature and salinity to evolve based on surface and
deep ocean heat and salt fluxes. This enables us to examine the role of the ocean feedback on the
sea ice, when more sophisticated sea ice physics is incorporated than in the simple model used in
Chapters 2 to 4. Using a simple bulk mixed layer model allows a more complete understanding
of the model components, and response in the feedback study. A very similar mixed layer model
to the one used in the previous chapters and described in Chapter 2, using the same model set
up as Petty et al. (2014). The ocean below the mixed layer is relaxed towards data based on
observations, the profiles used for the Amundsen Sea study region are shown in Figure 5.1.
The ocean profiles used in the ML model are from the World Ocean Atlas 09 (WOA09)
temperature (Lecarnini et al., 2010) and salinity (Antonov et al., 2010) . These are climatological
fields of temperature and salinity, from in situ data collected, interpolated onto standard depth
levels on a 1◦ grid. The annual climatological data has been interpolated onto the CICE grid, a
weighted extrapolation procedure was used to fill any missing grid points near the coastline, then
smoothed using a nine-point gaussian filter. A coarse vertical grid was used to represent the water
column, depth values mapping to z = (30, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 600, 800, 1000) m levels.
The WOA09 data is initialised at each of these levels in the T, S ocean grids at all grid points,
Tmix, Smix and Ts are initialised to the z = 30 m values. To balance any salt loss from relaxation
of the deep ocean (below the mixed layer), the mixed layer salinity is restored back to the annual
climatological (30 m) value, with a period of 1 year. This crudely represents the export of mixed
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layer waters away form the shelf.
The mean for the Amundsen Sea is plotted for each month in Figure 5.1. The profiles are
much more stratified, with a shallower thermocline, than those used in the idealised model, and to
those indicated by observations in the region. Using these profiles means that there is no impact
from variable ocean dynamics/advection, so as in the previous chapters, we are isolating the
impact of surface processes alone and the subsequent responses. There is no horizontal interaction
between grid cells in the mixed layer model.
5.2 Model description
This section summarises the description of the CICE-ML model given in Petty et al. (2014)
of the coupled CICE-ML model. Any changes have been highlighted in the subsequent text.The
main processes described below are highlighted in the schematic in Figure 5.2, taken from Petty
et al. (2014).
Figure 5.1: Monthly ocean profiles for the Amundsen Sea study region, showing the top 150 m.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the main thermodynamic processes in the CICE-ML model, figure taken
from Petty et al. (2014).
5.2.1 Heat and salt fluxes
A simple two–layer ocean is used for the temperature calculations, a fixed depth (10 m)
surface layer and a variable mixed layer depth below. The surface layer exchanges heat with
the sea ice and atmosphere above, and the mixed layer below. This allows the ocean surface
temperature to evolve more rapidly, as would be expected, which is important for simulating
more realistic ice concentration fields. Without this surface layer present, the mixed layer (and
therefore the surface) temperature may remain slightly above freezing when the mixed layer is
deep, and entrain deep ocean heat that is instantaneously distributed throughout the whole mixed
layer, unrealistically hindering the formation of sea ice in the winter. Small variations in the
salinity have a smaller impact on the sea ice growth, so the sea surface salinity and the mixed
layer salinity are treated as the same.
The heat flux from the ice and open–ocean fraction to the ocean surface layer are
Fsurface = (1−A)(F osens + F olat + F olwout + F olwin + F oswabs) +A(Fice + Fswthru), (5.1)
where F osens is the sensible heat flux between the atmosphere and the open ocean, F
o
lat is the
latent heat flux between the atmosphere and the open–ocean surface, F olwout is the black–body
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heat flux and the open ocean surface to the atmosphere, F olwin is the downward long–wave
radiative heat flux, F oswabs is the downward short–wave radiative heat flux, calculated as a sum
over four radiative categories (direct and diffuse, visible and near–infrared) with varying albedo
parameterisations, Fice is the heat flux from the ocean surface to the base of the ice (aggregated
over all ice categories/thicknesses), and Fswthru is the short–wave radiative heat flux that passes
through the ice and is absorbed by the ocean.
The ocean heat flux from the ocean surface layer to the mixed layer is calculated as
Focean = cpρwu?(TS − Tmix), (5.2)
where cp is the specific heat capacity of water, ρw is the density of sea water, TS is the ocean
surface temperature and Tmix is the mixed layer temperature. The surface layer is assumed to be
free draft, such that u?is the ocean surface friction velocity, calculated by a combination of the
ice–ocean wind stress τi and the open water wind stress τ0 as
u? =
√
[A |τi|+ (1−A) |τ0|]/ρw. (5.3)
The net salt flux (m s−1) into the mixed layer from the ice covered fraction A is calculated as
FSice = [(1000− Smix)Fsalt − SmixFfresh]A]ρw, (5.4)
where Fsalt and Ffresh are the direct fluxes of salt and freshwater (kg m−2 s−1), calculated as a
combination of ice/snow growth/melt and snow lost to the mixed layer through pressure ridging.
Freshwater also enters the mixed layer from precipitation and evaporation. Precipitation









where Frain and Fsnow are prescribed rates of rainfall and snowfall, Lv is the latent heat of
vaporisation. Rainfall on the sea ice fraction is assumed to percolate through the sea ice, and
enter the mixed layer.
5.2.2 Power input
The surface buoyancy fluxes and wind drag drive convective mixing in the mixed layer. The
rate of mechanical energy input from the surface fluxes is given by; (i) salt/freshwater flux from
the sea ice growth/melt Psalt: (ii) salt/freshwater flux from precipitation and evaporation Ppe; (iii)
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the heat flux between the ocean surface layer and the mixed layer Pheat; and (iv) wind shearing
from the ice and open water fractions Pwind. The net power input Pnet is the sum of these four
input terms.
5.2.3 Mixed layer entrainment
As in Chapters 3 and 4, we use the idealised bulk mixed–layer energy balance model used in
Petty et al. (2013), based on that of Kraus and Turner (1967) and Niiler and Kraus (1977). This
assumes that temperature and salinity are homogenous throughout the mixed layer, and there is
a full balance of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). There is a very slight variation in the definition
of dmix for temperature and salinity, due to the ocean surface temperature layer (see Section
5.2.1 for details). However, the error this introduces should have a negligible impact on results in
comparison to the general assumptions the bulk mixed layer model is built on. The entrainment
rate of the mixed layer is given by the balance of the energy needed to entrain water from below








where cm is the bulk turbulent velocity scale representing the turbulent fluctuations of the mixed
layer that will result in a frictional sink of TKE, and ∆b is the difference in buoyancy across the
base of the mixed layer, given by
∆b = gα(Tmix − TB)− gβ(Smix − SB), (5.7)
where TB and SB are the deep ocean temperature and salinity at the bottom of the mixed layer
respectively, which are prognostic variables in this model.
When w < 0, the mixed layer detrains back to a stable state. The minimum mixed layer
depth is set to 20 m. During detrainment the salinity and temperature are only influenced by the
surface fluxes, leaving behind a layer of Winter Water below the new, shallower mixed layer base.
The mixed layer depth is unable to exceed the seabed depth.
5.2.4 Temperature and salinity calculations
The changes in mixed layer temperature and salinity is calculated through a combination of







+ wdmix (Tb − Tmix) for w > 0
Focean
ρwcpdmix
, for w ≤ 0,
(5.8)
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, for w ≤ 0,
(5.9)












where Tf = 273.15− 0.054Smix is the freezing temperature for seawater in the surface layer. it
is ensured that TS ≥ Tf , such that any latent heat flux from ice formation is included in the heat
flux calculations. If Tmix ≤ Tf , the potential to form ice in the mixed layer (not melting because




, for Tmix < Tf , (5.12)
in which case Tmix = Tf to ensure that Tmix ≥ Tf . Hmixfrzmlt is then returned to CICE as the net
potential to grow/melt ice.
5.2.5 Representation of the deep ocean
At each horizontal (x, y) grid cell the temperature of salinity are given by
Tocean = T (z1), T (z2), T (z3), ..., T (zN ) and (5.13)
Socean = S(z1), S(z2), S(z3), ..., S(zN ), (5.14)
where z represents the vertical ocean grid index and N is the number of vertical levels chosen.
The mixed layer temperature and salinity is assigned to the deep ocean grid within the mixed
layer at each time step. As the mixed layer shoals, the signature of Winter Water is left behind in
the deep ocean.
A linear interpolation scheme is used to update the values of SB and TB that are being
entrained into the mixed layer, to account for the coarse ocean grid. If the mixed layer is very
shallow or deep, then TB and SB are set to the top and bottom values. Below the mixed layer the
T/S values are relaxed to their initial values, crudely representing the advection of Winter Water
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and the replacement by mean summertime ocean water. The restoring timescale is 3 months, as
we expect this this to mainly occur in the spring.
5.2.6 Ice dynamics
The sea ice model is forced with near surface winds, meaning that the atmospheric Ekman
layer is accounted for. The ice-ocean drag is calculated as
τi = cdρw|UW − u|[(UW − u)cosθW + k× (UW − u)sinθW ], (5.15)
where u is the ice velocity, UW is the geostrophic ocean velocity (ocean currents are neglected
here meaning that UW = 0, cd is an ice–ocean drag coefficient, and θW (set to -15◦) is the ocean
turning angle between the geostrophic ocean currents and the ocean surface currents under the
ice.
5.3 Formulation of the Sea Ice-Mixed Layer Model
In the following subsections the stages in the formulation of the sea ice-mixed layer model
used to investigate the ocean feedback is presented. Examining the sequential changes from each
of the stages helps to show the sensitivity and impact of each change to the model set up. The
stages include the stand alone CICE, with the mixed layer fixed to 20 m (5.3.1), CICE coupled
to a idealised mixed layer model (5.3.2), and finally a change to the snow ice parameterisation
(5.3.3). In all of these simulations the model is forced with climatological atmospheric forcing
(ERA-I temporally averaged between 1980 and 2016). The wind field is taken from 2005 instead
of averaging to ensure that the wind field is spatially consistent. The seasonal averages of
ice concentration, ice thickness and mixed layer depth are shown in Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5,
comparing the three model configurations. These values are calculated after the model is run with
the climatological atmospheric forcing for 10 years, the seasonal averages are then calculated
from the final year.
5.3.1 Fixed mixed layer model
In the CICE stand alone set up, the mixed layer depth is set to a fixed value of 20 m. The
seasonal averages for ice concentration and ice thickness are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, with
comparisons to the later two versions of the model.
The maximum ice extent is reached in winter (JJA), and is maintained throughout spring
(SON), but the ice concentration values away from the se ice edge starts to decrease from 1.0 in
winter to 0.75-0.8.
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The minimum ice thickness occurs in Spring (Autumn) and maximum in Spring (SON).
Typical maximum values in the Weddell Sea of 1.5-2 m, apart from on the western side of the
peninsula where values reaching 3 m or more. There is a persistent patch of thick ice (greater
than 3 m) to the west of the Antarctic peninsula and in the Bellingshausen Sea all year round.
5.3.2 Mixed layer model coupled to CICE
The 1D mixed layer model used in Chapters 3-4 was coupled to the CICE model, as described
in Section 5.2. The seasonal averages of ice thickness and concentration are broadly similar
to the fixed mixed layer simulation, shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. There is a slight decrease
in maximum sea ice extent in JJA and SON. Ice concentration is generally slightly lower if
significantly different, the largest differences being near the ice edge. From looking at the mixed
Seasonal fields of ice concentration
Figure 5.3: Seasonal averages for sea ice concentration. Summer (DJF) is the December, January
and February average. Autumn (MAM) is the March, April and May average. Winter (JJA) is the
June, July and August average. Spring (SON) is the September, October and November average.
The region used for the Amundsen Sea averaging is indicated by a black box. Top row is the fixed
mixed layer depth configuration, second row is the fixed mixed layer minus the dynamic mixed
layer averages (Fixed ML–Dynamic ML), and the bottom row is the averages for fixed mixed layer
run minus the changed snow ice parameterisation run averages (Fixed ML – New snowice).
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Seasonal fields of ice thickness
Figure 5.4: Seasonal averages for sea ice thickness. Summer (DJF) is the December, January and
February average. Autumn (MAM) is the March, April and May average. Winter (JJA) is the
June, July and August average. Spring (SON) is the September, October and November average.
The region used for the Amundsen Sea averaging is indicated by a black box. Top row is the fixed
mixed layer depth configuration, second row is the fixed mixed layer minus the dynamic mixed
layer averages (Fixed ML–Dynamic ML), and the bottom row is the averages for fixed mixed layer
run minus the changed snow ice parameterisation run averages (Fixed ML – New snowice).
layer depths in Figure 5.5, this seems to reflect the change in mixed layer depth at these latitudes
where the ACC is located. The ice concentration is decreased where the mixed layer becomes
deeper, changing from about 50 m to 100-200 m. This may reflect an increase in basal melting
of the sea ice due to upward mixing of warmer circumpolar deep waters. However nearer to
the coast, the deeper mixed layers present in the Weddell Sea and the Ross Sea have not had a
significant impact on the ice concentration.
The ice thickness has been generally decreased, particularly in the region of the thick ice
to the west of the peninsula. This may be due to the presence of warm circumpolar deep waters
higher in the water column in these regions due to the proximity to the ACC. This indicates that
basal melting is a significant process in these regions.
Ice concentration is lower in all seasons, with a smaller coverage of complete ice
concentration. We can see this particularly in the Weddell Sea sector away from the coast. The
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Seasonal fields of mixed layer depth
Figure 5.5: Seasonal averages for mixed layer depth. Summer (DJF) is the December, January
and February average. Autumn (MAM) is the March, April and May average. Winter (JJA) is the
June, July and August average. Spring (SON) is the September, October and November average.
The region used for the Amundsen Sea averaging is indicated by a black box. Top row is the
dynamic mixed layer depth configuration, second row is the dynamic mixed layer values minus
the new snow ice parameterisation run (Dynamic ML – New snowice).
region of thick ice on the Western side of Antarctica is smaller. Values in the Weddell Sea are
slightly lower, now reaching thicknesses of 1-1.5 m. This is because the presence of a coupled
mixed layer means that heat is now being mixed from below, causing a reduction in sea ice
thickness. In areas of very thin ice this results in a reduction in concentration.
Maximum mixed layer depths are seen in Autumn with mixed layers up to 1000 m seen in
the Eastern part of the Weddell Sea, and in the Ross Sea. The ocean profiles are much more
stratified than the ones used in the idealised sea ice–mixed layer model (see Section 2.3.2), with
a much shallower pycnocline. This means that the mixed layer depths reached in the Amundsen
Sea are much shallower than the 310 m maximum mixed layer depth reached in the idealised
model simulations (see Section 2.3.3).
5.3.3 Change in the snow ice parameterisation
In the versions of the CICE sea ice model being used in the previous two subsections,
conservation of mass was assumed in the snow to snow ice conversion. The old mass of snow was
assumed to be equal to the new mass of snow ice formed. However, this neglects the seawater
flooding the snow, and therefore underestimates the amount of snow ice being formed.
This was altered following the same assumptions as the parameterisation used in the idealised
sea ice–mixed layer model, see equation 2.13. It is now assumed that the thickness of snow
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removed is equal to the thickness of snow ice formed. This means that a greater thickness of
snow ice is formed per unit of flooded snow. Note that in the mushy layer configuration of CICE
this is actually accounted for already.
Compared to the previous version we get much thicker ice in the Amundsen and
Bellingshausen Seas. We also see a large change just to the west of the Ross Sea. In these regions
we have higher snowfall rates, leading to the greatest rates of snow ice formation, meaning that
this is where we would expect the largest impact from the change. This is increasing the amount
of persistent thick ice in this region. Ice thickness everywhere is slightly increased in Spring
(SON), by about 10 cm.
Ice thickness is increased in the study region in the Amundsen Sea by 0.5 m in spring (SON).
Ice concentration values are largely unchanged from the previous version (with the old snow ice
parameterisation), as are mixed layer depths.
5.4 Description of the Control Run
In this section the model is run with ERA-I forcing from 1980 to 2016, using the final set
up of the model from the previous section. To spin up and initialise the model, the forcing from
1980 is run for 10 years. The ice concentration and thickness values are compared to available
observations and the interannual variability in the Amundsen Sea is examined. The climatology
of the simulation (1980-2016) was calculated in order to create seasonal averages for the time
period.
5.4.1 Ice Concentration
The seasonal averages from the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) data product
(Cavalieri et al., 1996, updated yearly) is shown in Figure 5.6. The data has been averaged
between 1980-2016 to create comparable plots to the control run. Note that the bottom two rows
show difference values for simulations using climatological forcing, and repeated 2005 forcing.
These results are discussed in Section 5.5.
The SSMI data shows a clear seasonal cycle. The minimum sea ice extent is in summer
(DJF) increasing gradually throughout Autumn and Winter. From Winter to Spring the sea ice
extent remains similar, but the concentration in the sea ice pack starts to decreases slightly, then
there is a rapid decrease from Spring to Summer.
In Figure 5.6 we can see that the mean seasonal values of ice concentration values are broadly
similar to the observed values. The winter (JJA) and spring (SON) values are very similar. The
SSM/I values are greater to the East of the peninsula in Summer (DJF) and Autumn (MAM), and
the model values are greater in the Ross Sea during these months. The SSMI/I values are also
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greater in the study region (boxed) in these months.
5.4.2 Ice Thickness
The seasonal ice thickness values from the control run are shown in Figure 5.8. A clear
seasonal cycle is shown, with the maximum values in spring and minimum in autumn. Thickness
values are generally below 1 m, with thicker values between 2-3 m near the coast in winter/spring.
Ice thickness observations are limited both spatially and temporally for the Southern Ocean.
We do not currently have observations of decadal trends like we do for ice concentration, and
in situ observations have significant gaps both spatially and temporally (Worby et al., 2008).
Despite the availability of satellite data, the presence of thick snow covering the sea ice in the
Southern Ocean makes gaining a reliable value for sea ice thickness is tricky. The difficulty in
using radar altimetry for the Southern Ocean is due to the variation in snow penetration of the
radar, meaning that the ice freeboard and therefore the ice thickness has a large uncertainty (Giles
et al., 2008). However, the freeboard can be identified by laser altimeters, then assuming that the
sea ice freeboard is at sea level and using estimates for the snow thickness, snow density and ice
density an estimate of ice thickness can be obtained (Kurtz and Markus, 2012; Ozsoy-cicek et al.,
2013). Kurtz and Markus (2012) provides a Southern Ocean wide estimate of ice thickness using
ICESAT data.
The estimates shown in Figure 5.7 are restricted to the collection periods of ICESAT, which
not exactly match up to the periods used in the ice thickness averages in Figure 5.8, however it
does still provide an estimate of realistic values. However, the comparison shows that broadly
the values are in agreement in the magnitude and patterns of regions of thick ice. Ice thickness
reaches a maximum of about 2 m close to the coast, and mostly about 0.5-1 m further away.
5.4.3 Mixed Layer Depth
The seasonal mixed layer depths are shown in the top row of Figure 5.9. The maximum
mixed layer depths are seen during the Spring, as the sea ice extent has reached its maximum.
The deepest mixed layer depths are near the coast, particularly in the Weddell Sea and the Ross
Sea where the mean mixed layer depths reaches 500 m. In the Amundsen Sea study region
the mean mixed layer depth reaches just over 100 m. Observations of mixed layer depth in the
Southern Ocean are limited both spatially and temporally making the results difficult to compare
to observations.
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Seasonal fields of ice concentration
Figure 5.6: Seasonal averages of satellite observations of ice concentration between 1980-2015
in the top row. Seasonal averages of ice concentration for the control simulation run between
1980-2016 shown in the second row from the top. Differences in the seasonal averages of ice
concentration between the control and the simulation with climatological forcing in the third row
(control–clim). Difference between the repeated 2005 atmospheric forcing and the control run in
the bottom row (control–2005).
Figure 5.7: Figure taken from Kurtz and Markus (2012) showing seasonal ice thickness values. See
Kurtz and Markus (2012) for more details about the data.
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Seasonal fields of ice thickness
Figure 5.8: Seasonal averages of ice thickness in the control simulation run between 1980-2016
shown in the top row. Differences in the seasonal averages of ice thickness between the
control and the simulation with climatological forcing in the second row (control–clim).
Difference between the repeated 2005 atmospheric forcing and the control run in the bottom
row (control–2005).
5.4.4 Amundsen Sea - interannual variability
The timeseries for the Amundsen Sea is shown in Figure 5.10, showing the interannual
variability for the region over the period. The back boxed region indicated in Figures 5.6, 5.8 and
5.9 is used for spatial averaging, the same as in the idealised modelling work presented in the
previous chapters.
Apart from the first couple of years, the ice concentration always reaches a maximum of 1 in
the winter. The summer/autumn ice concentration minimum varies considerably, between an ice
concentration of 0, to values of 0.8 in 1999/2000. In general low/high sea ice years are grouped
in years of 3-4.
Ice thickness in both winter and summer varies considerably. The maximum annual values
vary from just over 1.5 m, down to 0.7 m. The minimum varies between no ice, up to values
of just under 1 m. The periods of thinner/thicker ice mirror years of greater/lower summer ice
concentration.
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Seasonal fields of mixed layer depth
Figure 5.9: Seasonal averages of mixed layer depth in the control simulation run between
1980-2016 shown in the top row. Differences in the seasonal averages of mixed layer
depth between the control and the simulation with climatological forcing in the second row
(control–clim). Difference between the repeated 2005 atmospheric forcing and the control run
in the bottom row (control–2005).
The maximum mixed layer depth varies from up to 160 m in 1981 to minimum values of
50 m in 2006 and 2011. There is no clear relationship between the maximum mixed layer depth
and the ice thickness/concentration. Mixed layer depths are shallower than those simulated in the
idealised model in Section 2.3.3, this is because the ocean profiles used here are more stratified
than the ones used in the idealised simulation, see Figure 5.1.
5.5 Impact of Atmospheric Forcing
In this section the impact of the atmospheric forcing being used is examined. First using
climatological forcing is compared to the control run in Section 5.5.1, then to using repeated
atmospheric forcing from a particular year in Section 5.5.2 and finally the cause of the difference
between the climatological and repeated forcing simulations are examined in more detail in
Section 5.5.3.
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Amundsen Sea, 1980-2016
Figure 5.10: Interannual variability for the Amundsen Sea, showing ice concentration, ice thickness
and mixed layer depth.
5.5.1 Climatological atmospheric forcing
The difference in ice concentration, ice thickness and mixed layer depth between the
climatological and control run is shown in Figures 5.6, 5.8 and 5.9. All differences are shown
as control run–climatological forcing run.
Looking at the difference between the climatological and control run ice concentration
(Figure 5.6 third row from top) we can see that the climatology generally has greater ice
concentration values, particularly in the summer, and the maximum ice extent is very slightly
reduced. In the climatological run the ice concentration is now more a function of latitude, there
is no longer a tongue of higher concentration ice moving eastward from the peninsula. The
ice thickness (Figure 5.8, middle row) is significantly reduced in the run with climatological
forcing in all seasons. There is now no persistent thick ice (of greater than 3 m) in the
Amundsen-Bellingshausen region. There is thick ice very close to the continent in Winter/Spring
in the Bellingshausen Sea and on the northwestern portion of the Weddell Sea. Typical winter
values are 1-1.5 m for most regions. The mixed layer depths (Figure 5.9, middle row) are
shallower than the climatological mixed layer depths, particularly in the Ross and the Weddell
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Seas. This is likely because of the thinner sea ice in the simulation.
5.5.2 Repeated annual atmospheric forcing
The model was forced with repeated annual (2005) forcing (the year that has been used for
the wind fields in the climatology), and initialised from 2005 in the control run to reduce spin
up time. This was done in order to see how much of the difference between the control run
and the climatological run might be caused by interannual variability in the atmospheric forcing.
The differences in ice concentration, ice thickness and mixed layer depth from the control run
seasonal averages are shown in bottom rows of Figures 5.6, 5.8 and 5.9. All differences are
shown as control run–2005 repeated forcing run.
The ice concentration and thickness are much more similar to average of the control run, and
we no longer have the thick ice build up to the west of the peninsula, although it is still slightly
thicker than the control run average. Investigating using other years resulted in similar results,
with less thick ice building up to the west of Antarctica, and between the Amundsen and Ross
Seas. The results indicate that the very thick ice in climatological run is caused by the averaging
of the atmospheric forcing.
5.5.3 Isolating the source of the discrepancy
The ice thickness when using the climatological atmospheric forcing is thicker than observed
values (Kurtz and Markus, 2012), and is much thicker than the average of the 1980–2016
simulation (see Figure 5.8), by contrast this not the case when using repeated forcing from
2005. In order to understand what the cause of the thick ice is, the model was run with
the forcing for 2005, with one atmospheric field (surface air temperature, specific humidity,
snowfall, precipitation, shortwave radiation and longwave radiation) at a time swapped for
the climatological forcing. The difference in ice thickness from the simulation with all of
the 2005 forcings is shown in Figure 5.11. Doing this clearly shows that the averaging
of the surface air temperature was responsible for the cause of the extremely thick ice (3+
m in the Amundsen-Bellingshausen Seas region). The temporal averaging smoothed out
the storms/cyclones which loop around the coast in this region and produced a more zonal
temperature distribution. This removes the large amplitude winter temperature variability in
the region (in the order of 20◦C, see Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14). This means when using the
climatological forcing there are no short lived melting events during winter months. This ice is
able to build up and persist all year around, which is not what has been observed to occur in the
region.
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Seasonal vales of ice thickness
Figure 5.11: Seasonal averages of ice thickness. Top row is ice thickness values when using
repeated atmospheric forcing from 2005. Other rows (from top to bottom) are the top row minus
the average when the climatological forcing values for surface air temperature, specific humidity,
longwave radiation, shortwave radiation, snowfall has been used.
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5.6 Ocean Feedback Study
The feedback analysis using the idealised model in Chapter 4 (see Figure 4.5) showed the
ocean feedback to be the strongest in the Amundsen Sea, and stronger than any of the feedbacks
investigated in the Weddell Sea. Therefore, it was chosen as the feedback to test in the CICE-ML
model set up, focusing on the Amundsen Sea region, where the feedback response was largest.
5.6.1 Establishing the reference and perturbed runs
As a result of the large differences between the climatology forced run and the control run,
we chose not to perform feedback studies relative to the climatology forced run. This meant that
a different approach to the idealised model study in Chapter 4 was required.
In our idealised feedback studies we explored the feedback response to changes in surface
air temperature, Here, we have not varied surface air temperature in isolation as we did in the
idealised studies. This is because we did not want to create inconsistent forcing fields, as that
may create a significant amount of the response. In the idealised studies we were able to use
a climatology, which removed some of the tight coupling between the atmospheric variables.
However, as noted in the previous section, using the climatological forcing results in unrealistic
simulations and we instead decided to use the atmospheric forcing from particular years in their
entirety and compare the differences between years.
The Amundsen Sea field mean temperatures for all of the years between 1979–2016 were
ranked based on the difference from the smoothed climatology. Years picked as warm, typical and
cold are shown in Figures 5.13, 5.12 and 5.14. The model was initialised using the 1980-2016
simulation, and then each of the selected years were repeated until a steady state was reached.
The field mean values for ice concentration, ice thickness and mixed layer depth are shown in
Figure 5.15.
From Figure 5.15 we can see that there is no clear relationship between warmer/cold years
and mixed layer depth. Therefore, in order to focus on the ice–ocean mixed layer depth feedback,
we chose, rather than using warm and cold years for the atmospheric perturbations, to use deep,
typical, and shallow mixed layer depth, to investigate the role the difference in mixed layer depth
evolution has in explaining the difference in ice evolution between the different years.
5.6.2 Ocean feedback disabled simulations
The year 2010 was chosen as producing a typical mixed layer depth and 2005 and 2016
were chosen as shallow and deep mixed layer depth case studies (perturbed runs). The mixed
layer depth and properties from 2010 were prescribed in combination with 2005/2016 forcing and
initialisation (ocean feedback denied runs). The difference in the sea ice between the perturbed
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Figure 5.12: Atmospheric forcings for the Amundsen Sea. All years plotted in grey, smoothed
climatology in black. The three years closest to the climatological surface air temperature values
are in orange, green and blue.
run and the ocean feedback denied (FD) run is the impact of the mixed layer depth and properties
on the sea ice.
5.6.2.1 Imposing a deeper mixed layer
Figure 5.16 shows the results form using the 2005 atmospheric forcing (initialised from 2005
repeated simulation) in combination with the deeper mixed layer properties from 2010 prescribed.
This results in less ice compared to the 2005 simulation. The ice thickness is reduced by about
15-20 cm all year round. The ice concentration still reaches 1 in the winter, but is reduced in the
summer months. This follows the theory from the idealised modelling work (see Chapter 4), that
a deeper mixed layer results in more ocean heat being mixed upwards, increasing basal melting
of the sea ice. The thermocline is at a depth of 60-80 m, so significantly more ocean heat would
be mixed up when forcing the 2005 set up with the 2010 mixed layer.
The γ value (using mean ice volume values) is 1.461, see Section 4.5 for the definitions of γ.
This indicates a positive feedback on the sea ice volume, where the response of the mean sea ice
volume to the feedback is larger than the perturbation (in this case the change in surface forcing
from 2010 to 2005).
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Figure 5.13: Atmospheric forcings for the Amundsen Sea. All years plotted in grey, smoothed
climatology in black. The two warmest years are in blue and orange.
5.6.2.2 Imposing a shallower mixed layer
Figure 5.17 shows the results form using the 2016 atmospheric forcing (initialised from
2016 repeated simulation) in combination with the shallower mixed layer from 2010 prescribed.
Forcing 2016 with a shallower mixed layer from 2010 results in less ice compared to 2016. This
contraindicates the previous hypothesis, where a shallower winter mixed layer results in less basal
melting of the sea ice.
The ice thickness is reduced from February to November by 10-20 cm. In December and
January it is increased slightly. The ice concentration is increased in December through to
February, but it is reduced in the February to April sea ice expansion phase.
The γ value (calculated with mean ice volume) is -0.198, see Section 4.5 for the definitions
of γ. This indicates a relatively weak, negative feedback. The feedback strength is much weaker
than the response of the mean sea ice volume to the change in surface forcing from 2010 to 2016.
5.6.2.3 Mixed layer and freezing temperatures
Looking at the mixed layer and freezing temperatures in Figure 5.18, we can see that
throughout the winter that Tmix−Tf , which determines the rate of basal melting, is approximately
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Figure 5.14: Atmospheric forcings for the Amundsen Sea. All years plotted in grey, smoothed
climatology in black. The two coldest years in blue and orange.
zero for all simulations regardless of mixed layer depth. The main differences between the three
runs is the mixed layer temperature from December through to March. with the maximum
difference (due to the maximum in mixed layer temperature) occurring in February. 2010 has
the lowest Tmix − Tf values, this means that forcing 2005 and 2016 would reduce the rapid ice
volume increase during February to March, and will result in decreasing the ice volume in the
2005 and 2016 FD runs with the 2010 mixed layer. The difference in the sea ice state then results
in the differences between the FD and the perturbed runs throughout the winter.
The difference in evolution of the mixed layer temperature between the CICE model and the
1D model explain the difference in behaviour of this feedback. In the 1D model the amplitude
of the seasonal cycle in the mixed layer temperature were much smaller (see Figure 3.2). In the
CICE simulations, the mixed layer temperature increases significantly during the summer. This is
in part due to the summer ambient profiles being significantly warmer in the upper 100 m during
January and February, which is not the case in the 1D model set up. In the CICE model this
setup results in a significant increase in Tmix−Tf that impacts the rate of sea ice melt throughout
December to February then the growth throughout February to April, and this is the behaviour
that is most evident in the Ocean FD experiment results in Figures 5.16 and 5.17.
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Figure 5.15: Values of ice concentration, ice thickness and mixed layer depth for the Amundsen
Sea. The simulations are forced using different years of atmospheric forcing repeated. Values are
taken after 9 years fo simulation.
5.7 The Role of Atmospheric Forcing
The results from the ocean feedback simulations did not give clear results due to the set up
of the simulations, using atmospheric forcing from particular years as opposed to a climatology.
Therefore in this section the relationship between the atmospheric forcing fields and the sea ice
state and mixed layer depth is examined. The forcings for years with high/low sea ice cover, and
deep/shallow mixed layer depth were averaged. This should show some relationships between
the atmospheric forcings and the sea ice cover and mixed layer depth, and indicate whether the
behaviour is as seen in the idealised model results in Chapter 3.
5.7.1 High and low sea ice years
Years with a summer minimum sea ice concentration value above 0.5 were classed as high
sea ice years (24 years), and the rest were classed as low sea ice years (12 years). The atmospheric
forcing fields were then averaged for those years and compared to the climatological averages for
1980-2016, the results are shown in Figure 5.20. The results show that on average high sea
ice years are colder in winter as well as having slightly lower humidity and incoming longwave
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Imposing a deeper ML
Figure 5.16: Values of ice concentration, ice thickness and mixed layer depth for the Amundsen Sea.
The green line shows the feedback denial simulation, where the model is forced with atmospheric
forcing from 2005 but with the deeper mixed layer from 2010 prescribed. The bblue and black
lines show the simulations forced with 2005 (blue) and 2010 (black) atmospheric forcing. Values
are taken after 9 years fo simulation.
radiation flux. Little difference in the shortwave radiation flux, wind speed and snowfall rate can
be seen from the climatology. The opposite can be true for low sea ice years, but by a much
smaller magnitude. The differences in the atmospheric forcings here are much smaller than the
standard deviations used in Chapter 2. This suggests that the variability of the forcings seen
in high/low sea ice years is also large, which is why the averages are close to the climatology.
However the choice of definition of high/low sea ice years may impact this result.
5.7.2 Deep and shallow mixed layer years
Years with a maximum mixed layer depth below 100 m were classified as deep mixed layer
years (27 years), and all other were classified as shallow mixed layer years (9 years). Shallow
mixed layer years are on average warmer, moister and have a larger longwave radiation flux up
until August, after which the opposite is true. These forcing changes contribute to a lower surface
ocean heat loss, and therefore slower rate of mixed layer deepening. Deep mixed layer years are
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Imposing a shallower ML
Figure 5.17: Values of ice concentration, ice thickness and mixed layer depth for the Amundsen Sea.
The green lines show the feedback denial simulation, where the model is forced with atmospheric
forcing from 2016 but with the shallower mixed layer from 2010 prescribed. The blue and black
lines show the simulations forced with 2016 (blue) and 2010 (black) atmospheric forcing.
on average have forcing similar to the climatological average, however this is likely a reflection of
the criterion used to define deep mixed layer years. The differences in the atmospheric forcings
here are much smaller than the standard deviations used in Chapter 3. This suggests that the
variability of the forcings seen in high/low sea ice years is also large, which is why the averages
are close to the climatology. However the choice of definition of high/low sea ice years may
impact this result.
5.8 Summary
In this chapter the CICE-ML model has been used to investigate the ocean feedback on the
sea ice cover in the Amundsen Sea (AS), the feedback found to be the strongest out of all the
feedbacks studied in the idealised modelling work in the Amundsen and Weddell Seas. Initially
the impact of each step of the formulation of the CICE-ML model on the sea ice cover was
investigated. This involved the impact of changing from a fixed mixed layer depth to a coupled
mixed layer model, where the surface and deep ocean heat and salt fluxes are calculated. This
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Figure 5.18: Mixed layer temperature and freezing temperature values for the Amundsen Sea in
simulations with atmospheric forcing from 2010, 2005 and 2016.
resulted in a general decrease in sea ice thickness across the Southern Ocean, due to an increase in
the basal heat flux. The snow ice parameterisation was corrected, to account for the weight of sea
water flooding the submerged snow forming the snow ice. This resulted in a greater thickness of
snow ice being formed, thickening the sea ice in regions of greater snowfall rates on the western
side of the peninsula and the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas.
The impact of the atmospheric forcing on the simulation was investigated. The control
run, which used ERA-I atmospheric forcing from 1980 to 2016, produced ice concentration
and ice thickness values broadly similar to observations. However, when using climatological
atmospheric forcing the ice to the west of the peninsula was much thicker (1-2 m difference) than
observations. From looking at an individual years forcing, and swapping in one climatological
atmospheric field at a time, it became clear that averaging the surface air temperature resulted
in sea ice that was too thick. This is due to the averaging out of large amplitude oscillations
in temperature due to the passing of storms around the coast, which particularly impact the
sea ice cover in the western side of Antarctica. The higher temperature events in winter cause
some melting, and prevent the build up of thick ice that persists all year round when using
the climatological temperature fields. Due to the unrealistic ice cover produced when using
the climatological forcing, the sensitivity of the ice was investigated using individual years,
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Figure 5.19: Atmospheric fields averaged for years with high and low sea ice cover, compared
to the climatological average between 1980-2016. Low sea ice years are defined as having a
minimum summer sea ice concentration below 50%, and the others are defined as high sea ice
years.
as opposed to perturbations to the climatological surface air temperature, as was done in the
idealised model sensitivity studies in Chapter 3. Warmer, typical and cooler years in the AS were
picked, and forced on the model until a steady state was reached. The simulations showed that
warmer/colder atmospheric conditions in the AS did not correlate with more/less ice in the AS.
Finally the ocean feedback on the sea ice in the AS was investigated. Due to the lack
of correlation between warmer/cooler years and more/less sea ice, the choice of which years
to choose as the reference and perturbation simulations was done using the mixed layer depth
evolution as opposed to the change in atmospheric forcing. 2010 was picked as a typical mixed
layer depth from the years investigated. 2016 as a deep mixed layer depth year, and 2005 as a
shallow mixed layer depth year. 2005 and 2016 were run with 2010 mixed layer prescribed, in
order to isolate the impact of the difference in mixed layer between the years. The values of γ
were quite different for the two sets if simulations. In the idealised model it was found that in
the AS, a deeper mixed layer increased the basal melting, reducing the mean volume of sea ice.
However, in the coupled CICE-ML model, over winter the difference between the mixed layer
and freezing was approximately zero compared to the rest of the annual cycle. This meant that
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Figure 5.20: Atmospheric fields averaged for years with high and low sea ice cover, compared to
the climatological average between 1980-2016. Shallow mixed layer years are defined as having
a winter mixed layer depth shallower than 100 m, and the others years are defined as deep sea
ice years.
the difference in temperatures over the first portion of the year dictated the response of the sea
ice to the change in mixed layer depth and properties. Further work would be required in order
to conclusively explain the difference in behaviour between the idealised model and CICE-ML
model results.
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Chapter 6:
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The main objective of this thesis was to explore the role of sea ice–ocean feedbacks in the
continental shelf seas using models. In particular, to investigate the importance of sea ice–ocean
feedbacks on the evolution of sea ice and the ocean mixed layer in two contrasting regions of
the Antarctic continental shelf ocean: the Amundsen Sea, which has warm shelf waters; and
the Weddell Sea, which has cold and saline shelf waters. Of particular interest is whether
the feedbacks amplify or dampen the response to atmospheric perturbations, and the relative
magnitude of the feedbacks. In this chapter, the main conclusions of the thesis will be outlined,
alongside discussion of the approach, implications of the results, and the potential for future work
on this topic.
6.1 The impact of atmospheric forcing on the sea ice and ocean
mixed layer in the continental shelf seas
An idealised sea ice–mixed layer model was developed in order to isolate sea ice–ocean
feedbacks and compare their relative importance and magnitude in the two regions. The use of
an idealised model enabled easier isolation of the feedbacks through manipulating the boundary
conditions, and greater clarity in the subsequent interpretation of the results. However, care must
be taken when extrapolating the findings due to the simplicity of the assumptions the model
is built on. In particular our model excludes explicit representation of all horizontal transport
processes, which are only crudely captured through relaxation of ice and ocean properties
to climatological conditions. An analysis of circum–Antarctic sea ice–ocean interactions and
feedbacks necessitates a more spatially dependent model.
The model was developed to include snow ice formation, detailed in Chapter 2, which are
important for investigating the sea ice sensitivity to the precipitation rate. The model is able to
simulate realistic annual sea ice and mixed layer evolution, similar to results in Petty et al. (2013),
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with the Amundsen Sea partially destratifying (mixed layer depth of 310 m), and the Weddell Sea
completely destratifying to the continental shelf (500 m). The ice concentration and thickness
are within the range of realistic values from observations. In both regions the ice thickness
varies between 1–1.8 m in each year, and between roughly 50% to 95% ice concentration (the
maximum ice concentration) in the Amundsen Sea, and 60% to 95% in the Weddell Sea. In the
Amundsen Sea most of the sea ice in the simulation was composed of snow ice, and between
one to two thirds of the sea ice cover in the Weddell Sea simulations. Although, an Amundsen
Sea sea ice cover that is almost entirely snow ice may be extreme, it is likely that a significant
proportion of the sea ice cover here is snow ice, and observations are limited. However, this
potential bias in the reference state may to some degree influence the sensitivity and feedback
responses. Without a more comprehensive observational data set of snow ice, it is difficult to
assess if/how much of an overestimation of the snow ice fraction this is. In the Weddell Sea, the
mixed layer destratified every winter. This may be an overestimation of mixing, however, the
limited observations available do suggest a deep winter mixed layer in the region of the Weddell
Sea studied here. Despite these potential biases, the model produced realistic results for the two
regions that were within the bounds suggested by observations, as described in Chapter 2. In the
interannual variability, no significant trends were apparent in either region.
In Chapter 3 the sensitivity of the sea ice cover and mixed layer evolution in response to
each of the six atmospheric forcing variables: surface air temperature (SAT), specific humidity,
shortwave radiation, longwave radiation, wind speed and snowfall rate was investigated. Each
variable was varied individually by +/– one standard deviation (σ), apart from snowfall rate
where the 16th and 84th percentiles were used. The response was quantified by the change
in the destratification time of the water column and mean ice volume in the Weddell Sea, and
the maximum mixed layer depth and mean ice volume in the Amundsen Sea. This allowed
the sensitivity to observed variability of the two regions’ atmospheric conditions to be explored,
and allowed the magnitude of feedback responses in Chapter 4 to be compared to the sensitivity
responses to observed atmospheric variability.
Varying one atmospheric variable at a time allowed the impact of each atmospheric variable
to be isolated and examined. In reality the variables would covary to some degree, but singling
out each variable enabled a clearer understanding the response to each variable in isolation.
The observed interannual variability indicates that the impact of the atmospheric variables may
compensate each other to some degree, as the observed inter annual variability in Chapter 2 was
less than the responses seen in the sensitivity studies in Chapter 3.
The two regions displayed very different sensitivity to surface atmospheric conditions.
In the Weddell Sea the water column completely destratified during winter in all sensitivity
scenarios, however the timing becomes earlier/later depending on whether the rate of sea ice
growth is increased/decreased. Decreased winter sea ice growth and a shorter period of complete
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destratification could decrease the rate of formation of Antarctic Bottom Water, as is currently
being observed (Purkey et al., 2019).
In the Amundsen Sea, changes to the surface energy balance that promote ice growth and
ocean cooling also promote mixed layer deepening. Changes to entrainment of warm deep waters
oppose the direct impact of the atmospheric perturbation on the ice cover through changes in the
rate of basal ice melting. These competing processes are evident in the sensitivity responses, and
have been found in other modelling studies (Martinson, 1990; Zhang, 2007). A shallower mixed
layer could also result in more warm CDW on the continental shelf, resulting in increased melting
of the ice shelves.
The conditions in the Southern Ocean are predicted to get warmer and wetter (Christensen
et al., 2013). The magnitude and regional variation in this is uncertain. The sensitivity results
suggested that reliable precipitation datasets are crucial to simulating realistic Antarctic sea ice
cover. An increase in snowfall could promote an increase in the sea ice volume due to two
processes: (i) an increase in snow ice formation; and (ii) freshening the surface ocean and
decreasing the entrainment of warm deep waters. The formation of snow ice releases less brine
into the ocean than the same volume of congelation ice from basal freezing, this effectively
contributes to surface freshening.
The sensitivity study examining both increased surface air temperature (SAT) and snowfall
indicated that the impact of the two added relatively linearly, with the increased snowfall
counteracting some of the impact of warming on the sea ice volume due to an increase in
snow ice formation and an increase in stratification which decreased the basal melting in the
Amundsen Sea. The sensitivity studies showed that the sensitivity to continued warming and
increased snowfall by +σ in the Weddell Sea response was dominated by sensitivity to SAT,
resulting in a decrease in sea ice, and slower destratification, whereas the Amundsen Sea response
was dominated by sensitivity to increasing snowfall, resulting in more sea ice due to snow ice
formation and a shallower mixed layer due to surface ocean warming and freshening. Part of this
difference in response is due to the greater variability seen in the ERA-Interim snowfall rate in
the Amundsen Sea.
6.2 The role of sea ice–ocean feedbacks in the continental shelf seas
A study of five feedbacks was carried out in the Weddell and Amundsen Seas using an
idealised sea ice–mixed layer model. The feedback studies were carried out in response to
surface air temperature perturbations of +/ − σ, using feedback denial simulations. Although
denying the action of a feedback is unphysical it allowed a clear demonstration of the action of
the feedback, and insight into the role that each feedback plays in response to perturbed surface
air temperature. The novelty of the study is the systematic investigation of a number of sea
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ice–ocean feedbacks in two different regimes, using the same framework. The variable γ was used
to quantify the feedbacks, following the framework of Goosse et al. (2018), which normalises the
feedback responses using the original perturbation responses. γ is defined as the difference in
the response to the perturbation with and without the feedback denied, divided by the response
to the perturbation (with the feedback) relative to the reference run, see Section 4.5 and Equation
4.1. This has allowed a direct comparison of the role each feedback plays in each regime, and a
comparison of the linearity of the feedback responses to +/− σ SAT perturbations.
The feedbacks investigated were: (i) the ocean feedback, whereby deepening of the mixed
layer into warm, deep waters can increase the basal melt rate acting as a negative feedback on
sea ice growth; (ii) the sea ice feedback, whereby the seasonal sea ice melt and growth cycle
inputs freshwater and brine into the mixed layer, influencing the entrainment rate, typically
amplifying the effect of atmospheric perturbations on the mixed layer (e.g. surface atmospheric
warming causes both surface ocean warming and an increase in sea ice melt, both promoting
mixed layer shoaling); (iii) the albedo feedback, whereby the ice concentration determines how
much shortwave radiation enters the mixed layer so that a decrease in ice concentration increases
the shortwave radiation flux to the mixed layer, causing shoaling and warming, promoting further
decline in the sea ice concentration; (iv) the insulation feedback, whereby thicker sea ice has a
lower conductive heat flux up through the ice, reducing the rate of ice thickening, acting as a
negative feedback during ice growth; and (v) the freezing temperature feedback, whereby fresher
seawater freezes at a higher temperature, meaning that freshening from increased sea ice melt
could in turn promote ice growth and act as a negative feedback.
Through the ocean and sea ice feedback denial experiments, two parts of the ice
growth–entrainment feedback were studied. The impact of changes in the sea ice growth/melt
annual cycle on the mixed layer evolution, and the impact of changes in the mixed layer depth
and properties on the sea ice cover. The results show that in both regions the sea ice response to
the SAT perturbation strongly controlled the mixed layer responses due to changes in the timing,
and magnitude, of the brine and freshwater fluxes from the sea ice growth/melt cycle. However,
the results for the ocean feedback on the sea ice cover varied more between the two regions. In
the Amundsen Sea changes in the depth of the winter mixed layer, and therefore the entrainment
of warm deep water, strongly buffered changes in the sea ice volume, opposing the direct impact
of the surface air temperature perturbation. This was shown to be the strongest feedback. In the
Weddell Sea, due to the water column always destratifying because of the atmospheric conditions
and weak stratification the impact on the ice volume were relatively small. The difference in the
impact of the mixed layer variations in the two regions is reflected in the more linear response of
the Weddell Sea sea ice cover to perturbations in the atmospheric forcing variables in Chapter 3.
How these two regions would be expected to respond to atmospheric warming would
therefore be very different. The Weddell Sea is likely to show a decrease in sea ice, resulting in
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later destratification, and possibly more importantly, a decrease in the rate of AABW formation
in the Weddell Sea. In the Amundsen Sea, changes in entrainment may buffer changes to the sea
ice cover, possibly even overshooting if the decrease in basal heating outweighed the decrease in
sea ice growth.
In the Weddell Sea all the feedbacks were found to have a fairly minimal impact on the ice
volume when compared to the magnitude of the sensitivity results. The albedo feedback is a
small positive feedback in the Weddell Sea. The insulation feedback had the strongest impact on
the sea ice volume, acting as a negative feedback on ice growth. The ocean feedback interacts
strongly with the other feedbacks investigated in the Amundsen Sea, due to the buffering of the ice
concentration and ice volume changes in response to the perturbations, influencing the strength
and behaviour of the other feedbacks. Changes to the mixed layer depth caused by other feedbacks
also involve changes in mixing of deep waters, involving the ocean feedback. For example,
the albedo feedback involves more or less shortwave radiation entering the mixed layer, which
then shoals or deepens the mixed layer, engaging the ocean feedback. The freezing temperature
feedback had a negligible impact on the sea ice cover response to the SAT perturbations in
both regions. Care must be taken when extrapolating these results due to the simplicity of the
assumptions the model is built on. However, these results could aid the assessment of climate
model performance in the Southern Ocean, and give insight into the extent to which the sea
ice–ocean feedbacks as opposed to atmospheric forcing play a part in the discrepancy between
climate model results and Antarctic sea ice observations.
An extension of this work could be to examine the action of this feedback in response
to a greater range of perturbations. This would allow us to build up a better picture of the
behaviour of γ for different size perturbations, to examine if there are values where γ for the ocean
feedback changes sign or rapidly changes magnitude, and to examine this behaviour. This could
also be done using other atmospheric forcing variables for the perturbations, such as shortwave
or longwave radiation. Another extension of this study could be to quantify the sensitivity of
γ to using the same perturbations, but changing the initial state, such as the stratification of
the ambient ocean profile in the Amundsen Sea. This would provide a fuller understanding
of the role of this ocean feedback may play depending on the magnitude of surface warming
and changes in stratification due to snowfall changes/ice shelf melting, and demonstrate under
what circumstances the behaviour of the feedback may change. The oceanic observations of
temperature and salinity in both regions are limited both in space and time. More observations of
the ocean properties of temperature and salinity for the two regions would help to better constrain
the ambient profiles used in the idealised work, and the variability in these conditions in the two
regions, which will influence the ocean feedbacks on the sea ice cover. Due to the magnitude
of the ocean feedback in the Amundsen Sea, changes in this feedback may have significant
consequences.
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Due to the model used in the study, there were no feedbacks from the sea ice to the
atmosphere in response to the perturbations. This had the benefit of making it easier to solely
isolate the impact of changes in the surface conditions on the sea ice and ocean mixed layer. In
reality, however, there would be positive feedbacks from the atmosphere that would amplify any
warming (Pithan and Mauritsen, 2014), possibly altering the magnitude of the response of the sea
ice and mixed layer, and therefore possibly the feedback responses. This was outside the study
area of this thesis. It would however provide a challenging, but worthwhile extension of this work.
A simple atmospheric boundary layer model coupled to the sea ice–mixed layer model could be
used to examine the relative magnitude of the atmospheric feedbacks compared to the oceanic
feedbacks and how they interact.
6.3 Ocean feedback study in the Amundsen Sea using the coupled
CICE mixed layer model
CICE was coupled to a mixed layer (ML) model in order to study the ocean feedback in
the Amundsen Sea, as this was found to be the strongest feedback in the feedback studies with
the idealised model in Chapter 4. The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of
more sophisticated sea ice physics on the feedback, as well as simulating the Amundsen Sea
in the context of the whole of the Southern Ocean. Initially the impact on the sea ice cover
of coupling the mixed layer model to CICE and modifying the snow ice parameterisation in
CICE was examined. Using climatological atmospheric forcing it was shown to produce sea
ice that was too thick all year round to the west of the Antarctic peninsula due to the averaging
of surface air temperature. Therefore the atmospheric forcing from individual years that were
identified as warm, cold, and typical years in the Amundsen Sea were used as the reference and
perturbed years. However, forcing the model with those years of forcing, no correlation between
warmer years and a shallower mixed layer and less sea ice, or vice versa, was seen. Therefore, to
investigate the ocean feedback in the Amundsen Sea the reference and perturbed simulations were
chosen based on mixed layer depth. In the coupled CICE–ML model, over winter the difference
between the mixed layer and freezing temperature was approximately zero compared to the rest
of the annual cycle. This meant that the difference in temperatures over the first portion of the
year dictated the response of the sea ice to the change in mixed layer depth and properties.
A significant part of the difference in response may be due to the difference in the ambient
ocean profiles being used. Therefore, a logical next step to compare the behaviour of the idealised
model compared to perform simulations with the idealised model, using the same ambient ocean
profiles and years of forcing as used in the coupled CICE–ML model and compare the results.
This would then enable the impact of the difference in sea ice physics to be isolated. Direct
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comparison of the idealised model and the CICE–ML model feedback studies is complicated by
so many differences in the methodology. Another clear extension after this would be to use CICE
coupled to a full ocean model, and to examine the impact of a more sophisticated representation
of the ocean on the role and magnitude of the ocean feedback. Maps of the value of γ could
also be created as well as looking at area average values, as there will likely be significant spatial
variability in the strength of the feedback within the Amundsen Sea depending on the ocean
temperature and salinity profiles.
As well, as carrying out a similar study for the Weddell Sea, to compare the behaviour to
the idealised model. The findings of this thesis highlights the tight coupling between the ocean
and sea ice in the continental shelf seas of Antarctica. A greater spatial and temporal coverage of
observations of the sea ice and ocean properties in the future will help to better assess the current
state of the Antarctic climate system. Therefore, aiding future modelling modelling studies to





The following figures show the feedback denial results for the ice feedback denial (FD), ice
thickness–ice growth FD, albedo FD, and freezing temperature FD. See Chapter 4 and Table 4.1
for more details about the methodology and descriptions of the feedbacks. Black lines indicate
the reference simulations, red lines indicate +σ surface air temperatures (SAT) simulations, blue
lines indicate -σ SAT, and green lines indicate the corresponding feedback denied simulations.
The results are plotted after 8 years of simulation, by which time the simulations have reached
a steady state annual cycle. These figures are presented as additional information for the results
presented in Chapter 4.
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Appendix A: Feedback denial simulation figures
Weddell Sea ice Feedback Denied
(a) (b)
Figure A.1: Steady state ice concentration, ice thickness and mixed layer depth for the reference
(black), + σ SAT (red), – σ SAT (blue), and the corresponding ice denied simulations (green) for
the Weddell Sea. (a) + σ SAT feedback denial (FD) simulation, and (b) – σ SAT feedback denial
(FD) simulation.
Amundsen Sea ice feedback denied
(a) (b)
Figure A.2: Ice feedback denial results for the Amudsen Sea, (a) + σ SAT FD, and (b) – σ SAT FD.
See Figure A.1 caption for details.
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Weddell Sea albedo feedback denied
(a) (b)
Figure A.3: Albedo feedback denial results for the Weddell Sea, (a) + σ SAT FD, and (b) – σ SAT
FD. See Figure A.1 caption for details.
Amundsen Sea albedo feedback denied
(a) (b)
Figure A.4: Albedo feedback denial results for the Amundsen Sea, (a) + σ SAT FD, and (b) – σ
SAT FD. See Figure A.1 caption for details.
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Weddell Sea ice thickness-insulation Feedback denied
(a) (b)
Figure A.5: Ice thickness–insulation feedback denial results for the Weddell Sea, (a) + σ SAT FD,
and (b) – σ SAT FD. See Figure A.1 caption for details.
Amundsen Sea ice thickness-insulation feedback denied
(a) (b)
Figure A.6: Ice thickness-insulation feedback denial results for the Amundsen Sea, (a) + σ SAT
FD, and (b) – σ SAT FD. See Figure A.1 caption for details.
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Weddell Sea freezing temperature feedback denied
(a) (b)
Figure A.7: Freezing temperature feedback denial results for the Weddell Sea, (a) + σ SAT FD,
and (b) – σ SAT FD. See Figure A.1 caption for details.
Amundsen Sea freezing temperature feedback denied
(a) (b)
Figure A.8: Freezing temperature feedback denial results for the Weddell Sea, (a) + σ SAT FD,
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